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Read ers React
► Divisional Performance
Measurement and the Pricing
of Interdivisional Transfers
To the Editor:
The ideal intracompany transfer
pricing system would provide useful
information for managerial decisions
and also serve the objective of motivating managers to achieve budgeted
goals. In the article, "Pricing Inter divisional Transfers," (November
1966), Mr. Frederick D. Finney
states (on p. 17) that
if profit center performance is to be
measured in terms of return -on- capital
employed (ROCE), then it makes sense
to divide profit in such a manner that the
R O C E opportunity for each division is
approximately equal.
While we applaud Mr. Finney's attempt to find a better solution to the
problem of selecting fair and equitable transfer prices —he calls his technique the "profit- allocation approach"
—we believe it contains two serious
faults:
Variations in a division's performance are not always properly reflected in performance measurements.
2. The profit measurement of a particular division may be influenced
by factors beyond the control of the
division manager.
Both of these deficiences are attributable to the circular reasoning inherent in the "profit- allocation" approach. Specifically, profit is allocated
to divisions on the basis of capital employed and then that same profit is
I.

related to capital employed to evaluate divisional performance.
Finney proposes the use of the
"profit allocation" method for the
pricing of goods transferred from
the manufacturing division to the
marketing division when the following
conditions exist:
1. N o

competitive market price exists
for the same class of purchaser.

other type of marketing organization performs the same function
as the marketing division.

2. N o

In Finney's example (Exhibit 2 on
p. 16), the manufacturing division
transfers finished goods to the marketing divisions at list price less
16.7 %. The 16.7% represents the
sum of the percentages of list price
required to cover cash discounts,
freight, quantity discounts, selling expense, and the share of marginal contribution.
How is the share of marginal contribution determined? In the example, 17% or $151,000 of the $895,000 marginal contribution, is assigned
to the marketing division. The $151,000 represents a 5.6% intracompany
discount on finished goods transferred
from manufacturing to marketing divisions.
To illustrate the problems connected with the "profit- allocation" approach consider the following examples:
Case A. Assume that the accounts
receivable balance could be decreased
(Continued on page 64)
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Instant Banking —A Tiger by the Tail
B y W I LLI AM C. WILLARD
approaching a period where
unparalleled changes may be
made in banking. We have a tiger by
the tail! What has brought the banking
industry to the threshold of dynamic
change?
The sole purpose of this article is
to generate thinking among accountants
about the tremendous effects that "electrocommunicative banking" will have
on our society and our economy. In particular, we should be interested in the
effect such banking will have on government, business, management, accountants and auditors.

W

E A RE

The Stage Is Set
Two areas of growth, I believe, produced a great effect on banking:
1. The continued development and improvement of machines to facilitate
the recording, sorting, posting, summarizing and analyzing of high -volume transactions.
2. The development and appeal to the
public of pension, retirement, welfare
and mutual funds, as well as savings
and loan associations, credit unions
and various types of trusts.
With the creation and expansion of
these other entities, which were also

faced with problems in processing high volume transactions, a profitable new
source of business became possible. The
banks possessed unused capacity in their
data processing equipment and were by
now experienced in the use of this
equipment. Bank managements saw the
opportunity to sell services to other depositors; the old days of being solely a
depository, or a sole depository, were
over. In addition, the creation and
growth of these other organizations and
entities provided a great growth in demand deposits, and an increased need
for investment and trust services. There
was now a ne ed for ba nks to expand
and grow to me et the demand for increased and expanded bank services.
Momentum Breeds Momentum
Throughout the 1950's and even in
the early 1960's, we found that banking
came alive. A surge of mergers took
place! Branches increased! Automobile
drive -in- services were created! Night
depository arrangements were provided!
More important, the image of the bank
changed. Iron bars were not so evident
in the new buildings; tellers' cages and
bare floors disappeared. We began to
see attractive modern buildings with
layout, decoration, seating and rugs for
the convenience and comfort of custom-
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ers. This was the reassertion of the bank including preparation of company, partas a service institution and not simply nership and personal financial statea depository for savings. Competition ments. They also will have accounting
had been introduced into the banking and management consulting services
communities. The successful look re- available. For larger business, banks
will have package plans available. These
placed the safeguarded look!
In the 1960's, checks and deposit will include complete customer credit
slips were being prepared with code determination, the recording of sales,
sensitized account and bank numbers collections and accounts receivable, and
for swift processing. Banks began offer- follow up on customer receivables.
ing services for preparation of custom- Complete cash account maintenance,
ers' payrolls, disbursement records, re- cash disbursements, payrolls, and credit
ceipt records, account reconciliations availability programs will be offered.
and other standard services. In the Often, companies will establish inven1960's came also the adoption of the tory, fixed asset and investment accountcomputer. At the 1967 Fifth Automa- ing with the banks. There are untold and
tion Conference of the American Bank- unforeseen applications and services
ers Association, it was reported that which could result from the continuing
82% of the nation's deposits are, or banking changes.
soon will be, in the computerized bankInstant Credit and Checkless Banking
ing institutions.
While there are many unanswered
Taking a page from the airlines and
railroad work in real -time, on -line sys- questions and unsolved problems, as
tems, the banks are installing typing and well as many people who doubt the
voice communications from the tellers' practicability of instant credit and
stations and the branch office locations checkless banking, its amazing clarity
to the batches of computer stored infor- and visual attraction in concept have
mation on loans, savings and demand gained many proponents. The Federal
accounts. Tellers receive answers in sec- Reserve System has had two committees
onds and speed customers on their way. studying various aspects of electronic
By installing direct inquiry access for transfer of money and credit. The Amercustomers calling in to check their bal- ican Banking Association has had variance and interest, banks report that ous committees look into this area and
much of their employees' time, as well has engaged a 17-man team of experts
as their customers' time, can be saved. to do research on checkless banking
The bank of the future will have other and its implementation. The Association
services available to you. It will provide for Bank Audit, Control and Operation
you with comparative financial state- has a special committee to study modments. It will prepare standard type tax ern methods of transferring value. Many
returns, state and federal, directly from companies and industries such as equipment manufacturers, especially in the
your account. It will provide you with
the services of a budget planner to as- field of communication devices, are
sist you in establishing a budget and studying the possibility and the probathen include budget comparisons in your bility of what checkless banking would
monthly statements. Many banks will mean to them.
Suppose instead of issuing checks and
have professional shopping advisors to
assist you in buying both real and per- various credit cards we could purchase
sonal property. Most banks will provide goods or services anywhere in the counlegal, tax, insurance, investment and
try through the use of one payment
retirement consulting services. For those card, one credit card, a series of voice
in small business, the banks will also and button terminals, and an extensive
provide complete accounting services series of simultaneous debits and credits
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

recorded and controlled in a computer.
Suppose that in a matter of seconds you
and a seller could transfer value simultaneously, with or without installment
credit, so that all necessary recordings
and transfers are complete for both of
you. Would not such a system be worthwhile? Think of the elimination of recordkeeping, paper, mailing, time and
related costs on your part, on the part
of the banks, the Federal Reserve Bank
and on the part of the seller.
If you use credit cards, if you borrow
money, if you have your employer deposit your payroll check in your bank,
and if you use some payroll deduction
method for savings, you are almost conditioned for the electronic transfer of
money. Why write checks to pay monthly credit card bills when your bank can
do it from your deposited pay check?
Why carry 12 credit cards if you need
only one? Why request a loan if you
merely have to show a credit card in
order to borrow funds?
Imagine, if you will, your bank account of the future. It has an account
number, the same as your social security number, which is impregnated, together with your bank's own identification number, in your money card. This
card and number identifies you to every
institution, person and government in
the United States. In addition to the
number on your card, you also have a
short secret code number which you
must also use in order to effect a transaction. Should your card be lost, stolen
or duplicated, no transaction could be
negotiated with the card without the
use of you r secret code. If you learn
that your secret code has also been
stolen or forged, you would then have
the bank change the code. As an additional precaution, voice, fingerprint and
face identifiers may be used to establish
valid identification and prevent use of
stolen cards and code numbers.
In your account will be credited your
salary, dividends, interest, refunds, retirement allotment, proceeds from sales
of assets and all other collections you
MARCH 1968

normally would receive. You will receive these collections not by mail,
check and deposit but by electronic
credit made directly to your bank and
your account through other disbursing
banks from input made b y the organizations, which owed you money. You
previously arranged with all the organizations, from which you expect collections, to give them your money card
and bank numbers.
With regard to your future disbursements which are recurring and determinable in advance, you probably will
arrange with your bank a predetermined
schedule of automatic payments and
give to your bank the payees' money
card and bank numbers (entity number
for any account without a social security
number) which you obtained from your
creditors. Such payments would include
rent, loan payments, insurance premiums, dues, newspaper subscriptions,
utility payments, taxes, etc.
Let us assume that today, in the mail,
you receive three bills. One is from your
doctor, Dr. Jones, for 21.00 dollar units.
Dr. Jones does not use a mone y card
machine in his office because it would
necessitate an immediate patient discussion and on the spot agreement of fee
which does not seem appropriate. Instead, he uses an account - billing machine whereby his receptionist calls in
to his bank the patient's name, address,
type of service and the fee charge. His
bank maintains his patient accounts,
billings, collections and follow up, and
renders weekly statements to him. The
second bill is from Sonny's Men's Shop
for a suit costing 70.00 dollar units.
This is a new store and is still waiting
for the electronic sales recorder to be
put in. There is such a demand that
one has a long wait before a machine is
installed. In the meantime, Sonny is accepting money cards in lieu of credit
investigation and has hired a part time
clerk to prepare the billings. The third
bill is from the local drugstore and is
for 17.21 dollar units. The drugstore
has a money card machine at the store

but when medicine is delivered the account billing machine is used instead of
the money card machine.
With these three bills in hand, all of
which have the seller's entity and bank
numbers inscribed, you call your bank
on your telecommunicator and identify
your account, code and voice. The computer says "Identified- Proceed ", you
then say "Disburse ", read the payees,
their bank numbers, the amounts to be
disbursed and ask for a balance in your
account.
It is Saturday and you go shopping.
You first stop for gasoline. To pay for
the gas, you merely insert your money
card into the money card machine at
the gas station and punch your code
into the communicator. The word
"Identified" appears in green letters and
the attendant punches the value of each
part of the sale in dollar units. The total
amount of the sale with the words
"Transaction complete" appears in the
amount window. This, of course, signifies the computer has recorded the transaction into both yours and the service
station's accounts.
As you pass over the toll bridge, you
use your money car d again. Similarly,
you use it at the parking lot and at the
restaurant. While at the restaurant, you
have a choice. You could have paid for
the meal and added 2.00 dollar units to
obtain cash from which to tip the waiter,
or you could have asked the waiter for
his money card number and transferred
a tip credit to his account.
The Effect on Traditional Accounting
Those businesses which in the future
will be receiving instant centralized cash
deposits or credit at the time of sale,
Will not wish to duplicate the recording
of sales, maintenance and posting of accounts receivable, preparation of billings, recording of collections and follow
up of doubtful accounts. In addition, because of the bank credit cards, there
will be no need for retailers to maintain
and investigate credit of customers. The
bank will do all this for them. With the

adoption of a few classification codes
the bank will give retail businessmen all
they need in accounting services on
sales. Similarly, this will be true for disbursements.
In truth, the only accounting elements
associated with disbursements and receipts which may be left within a business firm are budgeting, purchasing,
processing of accounts' payable, inventory, cost of goods produced and cost of
goods sold. Moreover, in those businesses where the cost of an inventory
item can be easily ascertained or estimated at time of sale, it would be practical and probable that the bank could
also maintain the inventory and cost of
goods sold records. For those businesses
where inventory relief is more difficult
because cost cannot be determined at
point of sale, it may be necessary to
maintain cost records within the company but not duplicate those obtained
from the bank.
Notice that even though the recording of transactions may be done outside
the business, the art of analyzing and
interpreting the data will not. The business and its accountants will be acutely
aware of the need for analyzing and interpreting the data, and applying the
results in the management of the business.
The conclusion is that major portions
of the accounting process will gravitate
to tremendous data processing centers
under supervision of the banking industry.
Will the Accountant Be Obsolete?
It should be apparent that with the
adoption of electronic transfer of money
many smaller organizations will have
banks maintain the majority of their
accounting records. It is also apparent
that although larger organizations will
not rely completely on banks to do
their record - keeping, they will avail
themselves of certain package applications.
The result will be a decreasing deMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

mand for bookkeepers, clerks and accountants who are limited to performing
only the recording function of accounting. However, there should be an increasing demand for the management
accountants who are well versed in all
the functions of management accounting.
The true management accountant of
today will still be in demand tomorrow.
He who uses machines, computers and
service bureaus today can just as easily
use centralized electronic bank recording tomorrow. Electronic banking simply will extend and broaden the change
that has already taken place.
The change is simply the reaction,
positive or negative, to the realization
that machines can record, analyze, interpret and report information faster
than people can. Therefore, that part of
the definition of the accounting function
which relates to the physical aspects of
accounting no longer is appropriate. In
its place remain the mental and managerial aspects of accounting. In other
words, an accountant used to physically
do the accounting as well as be responsible for it; now he is simply responsible
for the accounting. In addition, because
a machine ca n do much more than a
man, the scope of the accounting done
by a machine is much broader than it
was previously. Therefore, the scope of
the accounting manager has also broadened.
Potential Changes
What is to become of our giant credit
card institutions of today? If the financial institutions develop a national structure whereby one credit card, their own,
gains national acceptance, can the other
credit card institutions survive? We may
see mergers of these large credit card institutions; or we may see them grow so
rapidly that displacing them will be very
difficult. Another possibility, and a more
probable one, is that they will be acquired by financial institutions. In fact,
recent articles in our newspapers conMARCH1968

firm that banks have been doing this
at a rapid pace.
What will be the effect on other institutions which lend and provide credit?
In all probability, institutions which specialize in large long -term or collateral
type loans similar to savings and loan
associations and insurance companies
will not be greatly affected. They are too
established and firmly rooted. The smaller personal credit companies, however,
will probably find competition too great
or loans too risky. Credit unions probably will still have the support of their
members.
Credit investigation companies will
certainly be in great competition with
the swift capabilities of banks, and
probably the smaller ones will merge or
be absorbed by banks.
Service bureaus will certainly feel the
competition; however, their facilities and
staffs will probably be in great demand
by financial organizations. Even those
public accountants and others who perform accounting write up and tax work
for individuals and small business probably would be affected.
The manufacturers of computers, attachments and time saving devices will
continue to flourish. Manufacturers who
engage in electronics and communications will continue to find new and fertile fields. We may find that the postal
service will in time become obsolete
when new developments are made in
transmission and reproduction of messages and letters as well as data. Perhaps,
just perhaps, we may receive our issues
Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING not
from the postman but from an instant
telephonic reproducing machine in our
house.
With the use of instant credit and
checkless banking we probably will find
less need for cash transactions and we
will not keep cash on hand. The absence of cash could remove the incentive
for much of the crime which exists today or it could turn the criminals'
thoughts to various methods of stealing

access to the system of checkless banking and instant credit.
With the automated facilities available in tomorrow's banks, would it not
be possible to obtain and process large
masses of information normally obtained from the public or from groups
in the public? Public polls could be
taken easily through the electronic communication devices. Statistical data on
earnings, buying habits, marketing and
countless unsampled areas would be
both useful and feasible. Possibly, voting could be done via banks; possibly
the ban ks cou ld tak e a portion of the
census.
When a company's accounting records are maintained and entrusted in a
computer operated by a separate independent entity, such as a bank, will
stockholders, bondholders, boards of directors and other groups interested in
that company want different or perhaps
greater assurances from public accounting firms and auditors than those which
they now receive? Will checkless banking lead to the development of a new
profession of Certified Management Appraisers (CMAs) or Certified Business
Appraisers (CBAs) instead of CPAs?
Un r e so l v e d P r o b l e m s

As these financial institutions grow
into gigantic collectors and dispensers of
credit, as they control our destiny by
establishing the amount of credit to
which each of us is entitled, as they look
into our personal and corporate activities at will, as they advise, counsel and
act on our behalf, and as they hold our

fortunes, there most certainly will be
interesting reactions and results. Surely
the present federal and state laws, and
possibly other regulations regarding
money, banking and credit, will need to
be amended or completely rewritten.
Will not the Federal Government want
a great deal more voice in, and control
over, institutions which will constitute
the entire foundation of our economy?
What will be said about such financial
institutions which will be striving to increase trade as being in a position of
restraining trade? How will future bank
operations be viewed in relation to present day monopoly and antitrust laws?
Will there be reason to believe that,
through the gigantic system of forced
identification and personal investigation
for credit purposes, an individual's rights
may be tampered with and a charge
made that there has been invasion of
privacy? Is this future system legal? Can
it be made legal? Can the system really
be created without disturbing the rights,
privileges and interests of certain other
businesses? What effect will these huge
financial organizations have in foreign
relations, congressional elections, congressional decisions, public buying habits, economic growth, employment and
a host of other areas.
Finally, is the electronic banking and
credit idea acceptable to the public? Are
there sufficient private enterprises which
will finance the great costs of research,
design, development and start up of
such a system? Will it, in fact, only be
done if the system is initiated, operated
and controlled by the government?

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Preparing for Computers
B y J A M E S M . BELLINGHAUSEN
data processing systems
with their great speed and inherent
accuracy can, and almost certainly will,
revolutionize offices which use them
properly. However, EDP is not a panacea of all ills. No system has been devised, electronic or otherwise, which
could supplant the need for direct action
and human decision making. It is therefore in order for all companies to periodically review and evaluate their data
processing problems.
The first consideration should be to
determine the needs of management; the
EDP hardware system and configuration
can then be decided on realistically and
with the peace of mind of knowing that
management will get what is required.
Data development should be systems oriented rather than machine - oriented.
When a comp any as ks too much of a
computer or when it must change its
requirements to fit the equipment, it will
not attain the full potential of electronic
data processing.
LECTRONic

Feasibility Study
The feasibility study may have as
many objectives as there are individual
studies. To more closely define what can
be accomplished with such a study, we

will assume that a definite decision has
been made to order an electronic data
processing system. To reach this decision, the company executives must
have determined in some way that in
terms of dollars and cents the computer
will be worth the cost involved. They
will also have determined that it is not
possible to accomplish the work desired
by reorganizing the procedures of existing equipment. What is necessary at this
point is a study of the requirements of
management in order to understand
more fully what should be expected of
the EDP, and to develop a basis on
which to compare computer hardware.
The most logical wav is to appoint
one person responsible for the detailed
surveys, for the coordination of complete procedures analysis and work flow,
and for combining the findings into
recommendations for management consideration. Since this position is of management stature, the appointed person
should be able to evaluate the survey
findings from a management point of
view.
Many companies select a potential
director and then engage a management
consultant to advise and assist in the
actual survey and procedural requirements, as well as to help determine the
best equipment for the job. The director
should be made answerable only to top
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management. When EDP is being seriously considered, the cost is too high to
allow departmental or professional prejudices to jeopardize the economic gains
possible through the cooperation of all
concerned.
One of the objectives of the feasibility
study is to determine the computer applications existing in the organization.
This is the time to analyze all present
reports and the procedures that are used
to develop them. Is management getting
information it cannot use? What information is needed but not available to
them at present? EDP should be con sidered the office equivalent of the factory machines and equipment.
It is not necessary to confine the
desired changes in the systems and procedures to the capabilities of equipment
now on the market. It is more valid and
accurate to endeavor to establish equipment needs by projecting data processing requirements some two to three
years from now, rather than basing them
on present operations.
Each electronic data processing system has specific characteristics such as
speed, capacity, reliability, cost and flexibility. After determining your requirements and fitting them to the various
computer characteristics, the approximate cost is not hard to determine. The
computers used and the methods and
procedures employed are largely a result
of comparing costs and time factors, and
deciding which will produce the results
that management is looking for. This is
especially true if a well- organized and
documented feasibility study has arrived at:
—The objectives desired by management.
—The source documents or media to be
dealt with.
—The volumes of transactions involved.
-- Changes to be made to existing procedures.
—New applications possible with more
powerful equipment available.
—The organizational changes necessary
to obtain the greatest results with the
least manual effort.
10

It is well to keep in mind that a good
data processing program does not have
to be complex but, rather, should be
aimed at systems simplification. As a
guide to this end, an effort should be
made to improve the timing and coordination of operations, to improve timing
of critical reports, and to expand the use
of the principle of data processing by
exception.
Based on the findings of the detailed
feasibility study, a system specification
list of equipment requirements should be
prepared for the manufacturers' use in
preparing proposals. Since the object of
the system specifications is to provide a
means of comparing proposals, it should
contain the operations, time cycles, when
information is to be produced, input and
output identification, and the various
files necessary. Enough detail information should be included to allow the
manufacturers to recommend the equipment most suited for the job.
Proposals should then be compared
based on the specification requirements
Too often salesmen's personalities, blue sky promises, personal convictions, and
intangible benefits are used in determining to whom the actual computer
order is awarded. Obviously when this
is the case, the computer system is not
to blame if it cannot do the job, or if it
is necessary to change the procedures to
fit the hardware.
EDP Problems
In converting from punched card
mechanization to electronic data processing, there are a number of problems
that must be recognized and resolved in
order to attain a smooth transition. A
few of the more important problems to
be considered are:
The many misconceptions of the employees regarding the capabilities of
the computer. These attitudes and
exaggerated ideas cars best be cleared
away by a program of informing the
company employees of what is being
done, when it will be done, how it
will be done and how the expected
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

changes will affect them. Let them
know —don't ma ke them guess!
2. Reorganiza tion requ irements — the
cha nge to EDP will genera lly ca use a
rea ssignment of some personnel within the organization. Cha nges in the
job descriptions of ma ny other employees will have to be made becau se
of the changes in applications and
procedu res. Aga in it is important tha t
all employees directly involved be
informed of the possible cha nges well
in adva nce. Every uninformed employee is a po tentia l monk ey wrench
tha t ma y be co me a Ma jor roa dblock
to an E D P system as long as he is
left in ignorance of the plans ma de
fo r h i m and o f wh a t is expected of
him.
3. Rec ogn iti on of the fa ct th a t a n ele ctronic system is not only fa ster but
more complex than punch ca rd opera tions. In pu nched ca rd processing
it is possible to ma ke changes and
correct errors as work progresses, bu t
it is extremely difficult to set u p a
method of doing this with computers.
A certain a mou nt of ma nua l versatility is sacrificed for speed. It is
therefore essentia l tha t g rea t ca re be
ta k en in the development of the compu ter progra m to eliminate the possibility of compounding the problems
fou nd in the old procedu res.
4. Nece ssi ty o f h a vin g a nu m ber of a pplications programmed, tested and
rea dy for opera tion a t the time of installation. Compu ters are mu ch too
expensive to wait until they are installed to find ou t if the procedures
written up for a pa rticula r applica tion
will work or not. Unless it is possible
to ma k e use of it immediately, delivery shou ld not be a ccepted.
S. Recognition of the so- called hidden
expenses of electronic da ta processing
such as site prepa ration, cost of installation, development of systems
and procedures, programming and
educational expenses— inside and outside the ma chine room.
6. Acceptance of the fact that the validity of both the input and output
da ta is crucial if ma na gement is to
get a ccu ra te and timely informa tion.
An E D P system can and does generate wrong figures just as fast as
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correct ones; whether it does so or
not depe nds ent ire ly o n ho w r elia ble
the informa tion is when it becomes
inpu t to t he sy stem.
If m a n a g e m e n t a c c ep t s th ese p r o b le m s a s it s r e sp on si b i l i ty a n d g oe s a b o u t
solv ing t h e m a s a gr o u p , it will c o n tr i b u t e g r e a t l y t o t h e su c c e ssfu l in te gr a tion of the n e w sy st em . M a n a g e m e n t
wi l l a l so b e c om e m o r e fa m i li a r wi t h a n d
mo r e t o l er a n t o f t h e di ffic u l ti e s fa c ed b y
t h e d a t a pr o c e ssi n g st a ff i n t h e i r e ffo r t s
to d e v e l o p t h e b e st p o ssi b l e sy st e m .
Pr e-Installation
T h e d e g r e e of su c ce ss of a n y d a t a
pr oc essi ng sy ste m is d e p e n d e n t o n the
amou nt and t he quali ty of the planning
pr io r to i ts i nsta ll a ti on . T h e ma ny c ha ng es r e q u i r e d i n sy st e ms a n d p r o c e d u r e s t o
de v el o p the gre a t pot en ti a l fo r sa vi ngs
a n d p r o fi t s m a k e it m a n d a t o r y tha t the
da ta p ro ce ssin g m a n a g er r ec e iv e fu ll su p p o r t a n d a ssi sta nce fr o m top m a n a g e m e n t . T h e m a n a g e r sh o u l d rece ive a ssista n ce in sm o o t h i n g ou t in t e rd e p a r t me n t a l conflicts, in ma k i n g desir a b le
ch a n ge s in c o mp a n y po li cy a n d pr oc ed u res, in ma in t a i n in g a bu d g et a r y pla nning p r o g r a m , a n d in the overa ll pl a n ni ng of th e i nst a l l a t i on .
Un l e ss top m a n a g e m e n t co o r d i n a t e s
th e o pe ra t io n s, i t wi ll b e a lm o st im po ssi b l e fo r t h e m t o k n o w wh a t c a n a n d wh a t
c a n n o t b e a c c o m p li sh e d by th e sy ste m .
T h i s wo u ld b e a k in t o a sh i p c a p ta i n t r y ing to ru n his sh ip bl i nd fol d ed . W h e n
m a n a g e m e n t fa il s to a c q u i r e k n o wl e d g e
e n o u g h to pr op e rl y ev a l u a te the p o t e n tial of the da t a pr oc essi ng d e p a r t m e n t ,
it fo l lo ws t ha t o n e o f t wo si t u a t i o n s wi l l
resu lt.
1. Either they will requ est or expect
informa tion and material that is impractical to obtain throu gh the system, or
2. They will no t be awa re o f wh a t t h e
syste m ca n do a nd there fore will not
be a ble to ta k e full a dva nt a ge o f its
potential.
It i s a c tu a ll y possible fo r b o t h o f t h e
a b o v e situ a ti ons to exist a t the sa m e
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time. The best way to solve this possible
dilemma is to have a management that
understands, approves and guides the
preparation for E DP through the data
processing manager.
Installation Planning
To set up an efficient data processing
organization, a clear understanding of
all the functions to be carried out is most
important. The responsibility for planning and developing the larger functions
should be given to individuals while the
data processing manager should coordinate all functions.
The general functional areas are as
follows:
1. Educating selected personnel
2. Developing systems and procedures
3. Programming
4. Testing programs
5. Standardizing procedures
6. Preparing the site
As a means of coordinating the various
functions and of controlling the overall
progress toward the installation date,
the manager should develop a pre installation schedule. This schedule
should set up target dates for all major
activities to be started and completed.
Education of Selected Personnel
Personnel selected for data processing
should have a high level of general intelligence as well as certain specific aptitudes for this field of endeavor. Usually
the equipment manufacturers will be
happy to provide tests to gage the applicant's aptitude. There are also other
equally important factors involved that
merit consideration. A personnel assignment or rejection should never be
based solely on an aptitude test. Consider also the experience of the applicant, his educational qualifications,
application knowledge, interest in data
processing and the desire shown for this
field.
After the decision is reached to obtain
a specific piece of equipment, an extensive educational program should be
started immediately. In addition to de12

tailed training on the data processing
system to prepare them for systems
analysis, programming and systems operation, all personnel working in the
computer installation should receive adequate cross - training in all areas to enable
them to communicate intelligently with
each other regardless of regular assignments.
Attention should also be given to the
education of personnel outside the computer operation who will be affected by
the installation. The new procedures
should be explained to them and they
should be kept informed as to the progress of the program. Changes in the
forms and data arrangements as well as
any deletions or additions to their workload will be then understood and accepted more readily.
Systems and Procedures Development
The feasibility study should have produced a description of source data, its
input format, processing necessary for
output requirements, volumes and time
requirements. Starting with this informamation, the detailed analysis of an application is made. Detail and summary
reports are analyzed and only the necessary information retained.
A few of the questions that should
be answered at this time are:
1. What information is necessary to
efficiently operate each area of the
business?
2. What information can be obtained
which would tend to improve each
area of the business?
3. What policies or other procedures will
be affected by the changes being incorporated?
4. When are specific reports or other
types of information needed by management or other departments?
5. What information is obtained in developing each application that can be
used as source material for other
areas?
Programming
The details produced from the analysis of each application area, after they
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

have been thoroughly documented and
agreed upon, are the source data for the
block diagramming and programming
activities.
Block diagrams fall into one of two
basic categories, and the amount of detail will depend on which category is employed. The first type, called the general
block diagram, is a statement of the
main steps of the procedure in block
form. The flow of work from one
major element of the application to another is shown giving an overall picture
of the job being done.
The detailed block diagram is then
used to expand each of the major blocks
into a series of steps. Each step represents one or more instructions to the
computer. The detailed block diagram
is used to write the data processing system programs.
In dealing with a large, complicated
application area, it may become necessary to use semi - detailed block diagrams.
A semi - detailed diagram can be used if
the major elements contained in a general diagram are so complicated that it
is difficult to relate a detailed diagram
back to it. As many levels may be used
as necessary to make sure the application is clear enough that another person
could follow the diagrams and code the
operation.
The actual programming may be accomplished by any one of many coding
methods. Methods may vary from writing instructions in actual machine code
to using various programming languages.
The field of programming is rapidly approaching the time when it will be possible for a person with relatively little
training to write a complete routine by
simply writing out the instructions in
English much the way he might set up
notes to himself. The computer will then
convert these notes to machine code and
be ready to run the program.
Program Testing
As the programs are written, provision
should be made to test them for programming errors. It is practically imposMARCH 1968

sible for any programmer, regardless of
how efficient or how good his coding
techniques, to write a new program that
does not contain some errors or have
room for improvements. Adequate testing of the computer programs is a must.
Tests should be designed to not only
test the program itself but to check out
the procedure as well. Some free test
time on a computer comparable to the
one on order is granted each purchaser.
Additional time may be purchased if
needed. This is money well spent since it
is essential that there be some workable
programs to run when the computer is
installed.
Program testing should be started as
quickly as possible after a system is
placed on order. It will not only build
the confidence of the programmers to
know that they can write a successful
program, but will also serve as additional training in systems operation.
"Hands on" training time will be invaluable when the personnel start operations
with their own equipment.
Procedure Standardization
In the course of developing the many
procedures to be followed in the processing of data, it becomes clear that
usually there is a best way of a ccomplishing a specific operation. Based on
thorough investigations and well tested
programming it is possible to determine
which way is, at least currently, the best.
This then becomes the standard procedure. This applies not only to application
procedures but to any operation or type
of information such as coding methods
used, the special symbols used in a
given situation, accounting controls,
company policies, and many other areas
that would benefit from standardization.
A company should develop a Standards Manual consisting of all policies,
procedures, techniques and information
that are to be the standard in the data
processing department. The master copy
should be maintained in the manager's
office with each individual employee
receiving the sections pertaining to his
13

work. While the new systems and procedures are being installed, the procedures manual will be ready reference
for each employee and will save time
as well as minimize the number of errors
prevalent at the beginning of any new
process. Procedures manuals are ideal
as training aids for new employees and
as a means of keeping experienced employees from skipping steps or improvising as they go through the operations.
There must be constant testing and
re- evaluating of standard procedures
manuals to assure continued good results
from them. Whenever suggested changes
are submitted, a comparison with the
operating manual will assure due consideration to both suggested and current
procedures. Deviations from the standard procedures should never be allowed
until they have been evaluated and an
official change has been made in the
master copy of the Standards Manual.
Site Preparation
After the decision has been made to
use electronic data processing, physical
site planning and preparation should
begin as early as possible. The latest
models of computers on the market require considerably less site preparation
than previous models. Certain decisions
however must still be made as to where
it is to be located and how to best prepare for actual installation.
One of the most important items to
consider in the location of the data
processing area is its accessibility to the
other departments with which it must
work. The physical flow of data into the
system for processing and the disposition of output information may facilitate
or hamper the integration with other
operations depending on location and
the means of transmission.
Physical installation manuals containing the detailed specifications for each
specific type of data processing system
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are available from the equipment manufacturers. Engineering personnel are
also available to advise and assist where
needed. A few of the more important
things to remember are:
1. Start preparation early enough to
guarantee completion before the
equipment is delivered.
2. Have the manufacturers' engineers
work with the contractors to ensure
that all requirements and specifications are clearly understood.
3. Decide on how basic or how elaborate a site is desired. There is a big
dollar difference between a purely
functional basic data processing department and one that is designed as
an elaborate show case.
4. Order and insure delivery of cables,
control panels, wires, card files, and
other equipment and supplies by installation date.
5. Design printer forms as well as the
internal control forms and order the
various cards, magnetic tape and paper tape that are to be used with the
system. These must be obtained before the actual physical installation.
Conclusion
A carefully executed feasibility study
and subsequent comparison of the costs
of obtaining the information necessary
to fill management's needs make it possible for a company to reach an intelligent decision concerning expansion to
an electronic data processing system. If
the expansion is justified, then it must
be decided what data is to be processed
and what is to be the end result of that
processing. Management can then compare equipment capabilities and choose
the system which will produce the best
results. With adequate planning and an
effective time schedule carried out prior
to installation, the data processing department will be capable of fulfilling
the needs of management and thereby
justifying the expansion program.
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Pitfalls and Your First Computer
B y JAMES M. TAYLOR
HE C O S T of using a computer has
declined steadily and significantly
since the advent of stored program machines in the early 1950's. The computer
is now within economic reach of an
increasing number of small firms, and
its commercial uses have grown enormously in recent years.
Our first computer was delivered in
the summer of 1965. Since we had been
using unit record equipment, the tabulating card and attendant handling
equipment were not unfamiliar. Nevertheless, our changeover was traumatic,
and I believe this to be the experience of
most firms with the first computer.
With our second system we were able
to remedy many of the mistakes we
made in the installation of the first computer —and this will no dou bt be true
when we install our third and fourth
systems. However, our first installation
experience was unnecessarily harsh; certainly, some nasty surprises could have
been avoided.
This article is aimed at those who are
considering obtaining their first computer, assumes that no one in the organization has had computer experience, and
that no outside assistance (a consultant,
for example) is available. I will not at-
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tempt to cover the subject completely,
but rather point up a few things you are
unlikely to hear from the manufacturer,
and some others he will stress but you
will tend to forget.
Do You Need a Computer?
Any business organization functions
for the purpose of making a profit. Consequently, unless then installation of a
computer will increase your profit
through the reduction of expense, an
increase in sales, or more efficient operation and better information, a computer
is not justified. Cost is the only criterion.
The only way to make a computer
run at all is through diligent attention to
the overall system; i.e., the flow of paper
through the entire shop. For this reason,
the computer is certain to demand an
upheaval in your present way of doing
things. Remember that the computer has
no monopoly in the application of systems analysis to your shop, but it is
sometimes the case that the computer is
credited with savings which could have
been effected merely by changing existing methods.
In making cost comparisons, therefore, do not compare the cost of the
computer to the cost of the way you
now operate. First, examine your present system for ways to make improvements. Since the computer, if installed,

JAMES M. TAYLOR, Savannah Chapter 1966, is a Statistician, Savannah Sugar Refining Corporation, Savannah, Ga.
Mr. Taylor holds B.S. and M.B.A. degrees from the University of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
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is certain to disrupt your system, beat
the machine to the punch and see if a
complete reworking of your manual
handling would not improve performance. It is this best possible manual
system that should be compared to the
cost of the computer.
Remember also that the basic cost of
the computer is just the beginning. The
computer will require sorting and collating equipment, key punches, verifiers,
etc., —all of which need operators. Investigate also the cost of forms, cards,
employee education and space preparation (such as air conditioning).
How Much Computer?
Computers come in all shapes and
sizes. Narrowing the choice to a particular manufacturer, a particular line and,
indeed, a particular model is only the
beginning of the task. The I.B.M. System 360, Model 20, for example, is
available in 4,095 to 16,383 bits of
memory, and a bewildering combination
of peripheral equipment— readers, printers, punches, and disk and tape drives.
Compounding the problem is the
knowledge that the commitment of the
operation to a computer, while not irrevocable, is very costly to reverse; the
old equipment (billing machines, unit
record equipment) is gone, the employees have been reoriented, and the old
system literally dismantled. If your
choice of a machine does not work,
frequently more computer (and higher
than predicted cost) is the only answer.
The addition of two disk drives to a
basic card system will, for example, increase rental cost about $1,000 a month
—if your machine is of a sufficient size
to support the increased core demand.
What about the salesman? Doesn't he
know his machine? Certainly, but he
does not know your job, and he will not
learn it in the brief study he will make
before submitting a proposal. Indeed, in
the early stages, you yourself will not
know the precise role the computer will
play in your organization. Remember
too, that the salesman's interest lies pri16

marily in leasing or selling you the
computer. The better he can make his
proposal look from a cost standpoint,
the more likely he is to succeed. This is
not to say that you must never trust the
manufacturer's representative. I merely
mean that you must remain aware of
the fact that he is a salesman, and that
the decision to use a computer is yours
to make and to live with.
What Should Go on the Machine?
See to it that the important jobs stand
first in line to go on the computer. Don't
let relatively unimportant and inexpensive jobs clutter up the system simply
because the application is straightforward and easily programmed. An accumulation of small jobs requires a
disproportionate amount of actual machine time.
In examining candidates for jobs to
be accomplished on the computer, attempt to cover as much as possible of a
single area; i.e., don't plan on doing one
job in receivables, another in production
planning, etc. The more fully automated
an homogenous area is, the more benefits accrue to the computer user because
the more information that is in machine
readable form, the more the computer
"knows," and the more the computer
can do for you.
For example, when you bill customers
with a computer, you can automatically
obtain charges to accounts receivable.
If you now put cash receipts on the
machine, you have credits to accounts
receivable available to the computer,
and the entire ledger can be written.
Similarly, since the billing represents
withdrawals from stock, if you put production and consigned warehouse shipments on the machine, a perpetual
inventory can be drawn for each warehouse with no more information than is
already available to the computer in
readable form.
How Long Will It Take?
A typical lease contract allows the
user 176 hours of computer time at a flat
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

rate per month, with all hours over that
base at a reduced rate per hour. These
176 hours represent 22 working days
per month at eight hours per day. On a
one -shift operation, you will never approach 176 hours of usage.
The reasons for this are fairly apparent. During the course of an eight hour day more than one job will be run
—in fact, the computer will be used for
many jobs. Between runs it will be necessary to clear the machine; i.e., change
paper on the printer, put away one
program and find the next, etc. Moreover, since certain jobs will have priority, it will occasionally happen that a
long run cannot be started just now
because a top priority job, still in the
preparation stage, will be ready in a
few minutes. Thus, the running of many
small jobs, requiring little meter time,
consumes a lion's share of actual time
due to the nonproductive periods between jobs.
Remember also that the manufacturer
will periodically require exclusive use of
your machine for "preventive maintenance." This item costs us about three
hours every Tuesday morning —and
during these hours jobs pile up and the
regular routine is dislocated.
Therefore, examine carefully the jobs
the salesman asserts the computer can
take over, and remember that the more
tasks credited to the machine in the
proposal, the better the computer looks
from a cost aspect. Work out the best
possible timings for these jobs and allow
ample padding between runs for downtime.
Virtually any job can be done on a
small computer —but more preparation
will be required and possibly more
passes (literally, running the job in sections) will be necessary than on a larger
system. Therefore, in addition to examining the jobs in the proposal from a
time standpoint, consider core requirements as well.
For example, our first program for
preparing invoices occupied 3,997 positions of the 3,999 positions available on
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our first computer. Names and addresses
of our customers were pulled from a
tub file by hand as were price cards for
each item sold. Certain allowances were
calculated manually and punched into
special cards because the machine was
crammed with the main program and
could handle only a limited number of
exceptions. A five -item invoice often
required as many as twenty cards. Preparation time, needless to say, was burdensome and costly.
Without significant change in external
appearance, this same invoice now requires about two or three cards, with
the bonus that much additional information is being generated at the time of the
run. However, the program, due to
storage of prices and the incorporation
of routines to handle many special situations, now occupies nearly 16,000 positions of core. The point being made is
that while you may be able to accomplish a job with a limited amount of
core, it is frequently cheaper to spend
more money on hardware to assure
good performance.
What to Do until the Computer Comes
A lag of one year or more is not
uncommon between order and delivery,
and every minute of this time can be
constructively used in preparing for the
machine. If you determine that this lag
is not sufficient to allow for thorough
preparation, delay delivery.
If used properly, the computer is
going to become the key to your entire
accounting operation, so put the best
people possible into the new department.
Two ways of staffing are available. First,
you can hire a computer expert from
outside the firm and teach him your
business. Secondly, you can select from
within your organization people with a
flair for this sort of work and have the
manufacturer teach them his computer.
I favor the latter.
The computer runs on minutiae, and
and outsider cannot be expected to learn
the intimate details of your business in
time to do the job properly. Your pres17

ent employees know the ins and outs of
your business thoroughly, and through
proper training can become computer oriented. Don't worry about making
holes in the existing organization by
appointing key personnel to the computer department; remember, the computer is going to leave very little of the
old system intact.
Send the selected people to school at
once. Most manufacturers offer training
not only in the language of the computer
but also in systems design and related
areas. Your people must learn systems
concepts and proper documentation —
and acquire a complete new view of
problems in general — before the first
steps can be taken.
When the schooling is over, the systems work can begin. This above all
must be done thoroughly —and the
manufacturer will stress this point. Your
people should now have an understanding of the computer's capabilities and
limitations, and they know what your
firm expects the computer to accomplish. From this point forward, a continuing evaluation of the reasonableness
of the original order is possible. There is
nothing sacrosanct about your original
order; and if conditions warrant, amend
it.
Who Is to Design Your System?
Most manufacturers in the proposal
stage offer system assistance. The manufacturer's systems engineer, however,
suffers from the same basic debility as
the salesman —he does not know your
business.
As an example, consider a simple
operation such as the manual pulling of
cards from a file. With our first computer, the manufacturer's system engineer proposed that we pull names, addresses and other information from a
master file for insertion with data to be
punched (such as quantity ordered,
prices, etc.) . The time required to pull
this file was dismissed as being of little
consequence; experience with a similar
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operation at another company had been
favorable.
In actual operation, we found that
this job required nearly a full -time clerk.
Since this file was to be used several
times each day, the initial proposal had
been to pull names and addresses, use
them, and file them back. Immediately,
another problem arose: if a customer's
file were in use when needed a second
time, a duplicate had to be prepared by
hand.
As an initial solution to the latter
problem, we duplicated many portions
of the master file so that the large volume customers appeared in the file
several times. This gave rise to a different dilemma: in the pulling of the file,
it was now possible inadvertently to pull
more than the one set of addresses intended for one customer.
Our final solution was to shrink the
master file as much as possible by eliminating all but one set of names and
addresses, and then pass the file on the
computer for duplication of the portion
needed for each run. This solution, while
it eliminated the manual pulling (and
particularly the manual refiling) of the
master file, meant additional programming and consumed about 35 minutes of
machine time per pass —and this had
not been in the original estimate.
The point being made here is that the
systems work is yours to do, because the
manufacturer's systems engineer can
frequently do as much harm as good.
Also, if you yourself have done the
systems work, you will understand it
thoroughly and will be competent to
change it when necessary without inadvertently damaging the overall system
in an unpleasantly unexpected fashion.
What Files Will You Need?
"A file ", simply stated, is either input
or output to the computer. A master
deck of names and addresses, for example, is a file. Summary information
stemming from a particular run is a file.
Know your files.
A great deal of time can be saved by
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developing a "life history" of each file
from its creation to its ultimate disposition. If this is done carefully, you will
find a surprising number of card handling shortcuts. A block diagram, showing all sorting, collating, etc., will enable
you to know at a gl ance the status of
your files at each point in the system —
an enormous scheduling aid.
This sort of practice is all a part of
proper documentation. Remember, the
man who writes a particular program or
designs a portion of your system is not
going to be with you forever. It is very
important that virtually every decision
be written down and that each facet of
your system be thoroughly documented
so that it is easily understood by someone not familiar with your job. Once the
above is accomplished, the writing of
the programs is a simple matter.
Languages
A word should now be said about the
various computer languages available.
The simplest of computers can perform
marvelously, but only if used as a computer. It makes little sense to replace a
simple accounting machine with a highspeed computer, and then continue on
as though you were still employing unit
record equipment.
Your manufacturer will offer various
generators, compilers and assemblers,
and will probably recommend one for
use in your installation. I.B.M., for example, advocates the use of Report Program Generator with the Model 20—
and indeed, R.P.G. does an amazing
amount. With a few simple instructions,
this assembler literally writes your program for you —but as might be expected,
it suffers some severe limitations.
First of all, the data being processed
generally must be pre- sorted because
R.P.G. does not have the ability to build
a variable - length table or store in an ordered way information coming through
the machine in a random fashion. This
means that considerable card handling is
frequently necessary before an R.P.G.
program can be run —just as is the case
when using unit record equipment.
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Secondly, R.P.G. is very wasteful of
core, and core costs money. An R.P.G.
program can be twice the size of a program written in Basic Assembler Language which accomplishes the same job.
To use a computer to its fullest potential, therefore, it is necessary to write in
a harder -to -learn but more versatile language —one much closer to actual machine language. For the Model 20,
I.B.M. has available Basic Assembler
Language (B.A.L.). Remember that the
program will be written one time only,
but will be used many times. Therefore,
while B.A.L. takes a little longer to
learn, the long -term benefits in time
saved in card handling are well worth
this initial effort. Furthermore, because
of core requirements, some of your jobs
simply will not fit in your machine if
written in R.P.G.
Policy Changes Can Hurt
Once the language has been chosen
and the actual programming begun, attempt to keep your programs as flexible
as possible. Allow for those things which
are certain not to happen—they will.
A basic change in practice within your
firm after the computer has been put on
line can upset the system to the extent
that your programs are virtually useless —and it will take months to replace
them.
For example, our billing program is
written so that a sudden and unexpected
allowance can be entered on each invoice by means of the addition of one
card to the invoice pack. The program
will treat a certain portion of this card
as an explanatory comment, merely listing this on the invoice, and another field
allows for the addition or subtraction of
an amount of money. While this is not
the ideal way to handle a sudden change
in selling policy, it would enable us to
continue billing until the program itself
could be amended to cover the new
situation.
The people within the data processing
department are not going to be the only
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ones affected by the computer. Information will flow between your new department and other people in your organization. See to it that these people
understand, in basic fashion, your operation. It is particularly helpful if those
in decision - making positions understand
the effect a change in policy can have
on your department. They will be more
inclined to consider your problems when
changes are being proposed.
Expect Disaster
When your computer arrives, be forewarned that things will not go so well at

first, no matter how much planning has
gone into the installation. Unanticipated
problems, small by themselves, will arise
for which there seems to be no immediate solution. Overtime will quite likely
be necessary just to fall no further behind, and it will seem that the new operation will never approach the old one
in efficiency. Remember, however, that
you have a staff of people now doing
something totally different than anything they have ever done before. Have
faith in your planning. If you have put
sufficient time and thought into the system now in operation, it will work.

Management Attention: Prerequisite to
Successful Computer Systems
B y D o n a l d W. E a r l * a n d R i l l W . R h o a d e s * *
O UN TLES S

M A N A G E M E N T S are now
considering a computer system
for the first time. Unfortunately, others
are faced with analyzing excessive cost,
delay, or failure of their initial system
to perform as anticipated. Unsuccessful
installations can be avoided by well-

*CPA; Boston Chapter 1966. Manager, Administrative Services Division in Boston office
of Arthur Andersen & Co., engaged primarily
in assisting clients develop computer based
systems. B.S.B.A. degree from the University
of Kansas.
* *CPA; Kansas City Chapter 1962. Manager,
Administrative Services in Arthur Andersen &
Co.'s Kansas City office. B.S.B.A. degree from
the University of Missouri.
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directed management attention. This
discussion is aimed at identifying specific areas where management attention
is typically inadequate.
Objectives. Management's objectives,
such as reduced accounting costs, improved customer service, improved
management information, timeliness,
etc., must be specifically defined. Based
on these objectives, system requirements
can be defined. Inadequate or late definition of objectives and requirements
precludes development of the best overall system.
Having defined system requirements
(and applications to be included initially or in the future), the company should
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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to the initial computer installation.
Practical Degree of Computerization.
In contrast to the common tendency of
merely converting or extending the existing system, some organizations go to
excessive computerization. This results
fr om ( 1) an attempt to include all applications in the system and (2) an
impractical degree of sophistication in
the applications which are included in
the system.
Certain information processing and
dissemination requirements can be met
with manual, bookkeeping machine, or
punched card processing. Inclusion of
such applications in the computer system usually produces marginal benefits
with a disproportionate increase in
operating costs.
Perhaps more important is the additional cost of designing, programming
and installing the system. Initial costs
are significant, and it is uneconomical
to invest in applications which make a
minor contribution to the overall system and offer little or no savings.
The second type of excessive computerization is one of impractical sophistication. Many applications which
are feasible under a straightforward
approach become uneconomical (and
in some cases unsuccessful) when a
sophisticated approach is taken merely
because the computer has the capacity.
New and more sophisticated approaches are often required to meet
management's objectives and specific
information requirements. However,
the degree of sophistication must correspond with the information requirements, not the capacity of a specific
computer. Excessive sophistication usually results in increased cost of development, conversion and operation of the
system.
Control Over Technical Areas. The
more technical areas of design, development, control and maintenance of computer systems also require specific
management attention. Management
must rely on systems and data process22

ing personnel for the detail technical
development. However, management
must be aware of potential problem
areas in order to exercise management
control. Some of the more important
areas which require management attention are:
Control over data during processing.
File protection.
Selection and use of an operating system.
Operating procedures.
Systems and programming standards.
Documentation (procedures, programs,
and operating).
Computer scheduling and utilization control.
User Participation. Perhaps the most
frequent source of disappointment in
computer based systems is inadequate
participation of the user in design and
installation of the system. Technical
personnel and experienced technical
leadership are required for detail design
and much of the installation effort.
However, operating and management
personnel must have an active role in
definition of information to be provided
and procedures related to their areas.
Also, the user's role in the installation
effort is sufficient to require recognition
in the project organization.
One approach to this problem is to
assign project management responsibility to the user department. The data
processing organization then provides
technical staffing and quality control
through functional responsibility. This
approach is not a complete solution but
is gaining popularity as a means of
providing meaningful user participation.
Summary
The potential benefits of computer
based systems are significant and these
systems require a sizable investment.
Management must rely on technical
personnel for systems development and
installation. However, management cannot relinquish control on the basis of
the technical complexities. Attention to
key areas is necessary to maintain sufficient control and assure a successful
system.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

A Management Audit of the EDP Center
B y M ICH AE L R. MOORE
O R M O S T companies the move into
electronic data processing was a
rather memorable event. There was considerable anticipation, anxiety and excitement in planning the data processing applications and in selecting EDP
equipment to do the job. Many management people, not experienced in EDP
systems, were involved in defining their
information needs and in reviewing
and approving unfamiliar systems approaches to programming these needs.
The transition seemed chaotic. There
were immense communications problems between the user - organizations and
the EDP specialists. There was continuous disruption of operations, heavy overtime, slipped schedules, and assorted
control problems during the process of
converting the manual and bookkeeping
machine files to the mysterious language
of the computer.
But normalcy returned, accompanied
by the relief of having the conversion
behind and the anticipation of smooth
operations under the newly automated
systems. The company's management
was wiser in the ways of EDP and
vowed: "If we ever had it to do again
we would know what mistakes to avoid."
What is normalcy like under the new

F

EDP system? The quiet routine which
pervades the computer room may mean
that the conversion to the new EDP system was so successful that all objectives
were achieved and no new worlds remain to conquer. On the other hand,
quiet routine is not the normal path of
a company which continuously reevaluates its information needs and adjusts
its EDP capabilities and processes to
meet those information needs effectively.
Rather, quiet routine may indicate that
rigor mortis has set in and suggests a
need for a management audit of the
EDP center.
Objectives
The first management audit of the
EDP center should begin about a year
after the dust settles on the turmoil of
conversion. The audit looks back to test:
(1) whether the planned improvements
(in systems, controls and reports) were
accomplished, (2) whether the planned
savings (in reduced personnel costs, in
accelerated cash collections, in reduced
inventory levels, etc.) were accomplished, (3) whether the promise of the
feasibility study has been fully realized
or whether substantial compromises were
made to get the new systems on the air
and (4) the adequacy of controls and
the protection against risks of loss,
which potentially are now increased due
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to the consolidation of many control and
processing functions in a single EDP
center. The audit also looks back to see
if there are additional savings and improvements through integrating the existing applications —and looks ahead for
potential future improvements and savings through expanding the use of the
company's EDP capabilities.
The self - analysis which takes place in
the management audit of the EDP center is one function which should be a
routine part of the company's data processing plans. The annual audit review
would represent a planned approach to
regenerating some of the creative turmoil which existed in the original conversion. An annual management audit
should assure a continuous program of
involvement of the company's top management in the data processing function.
Such a program should result in an accurate evaluation of the company's data
processing needs and effective use of its
computer resources.
In summary then, the objective of the
management audit is to determine that
the company is attaining optimum utilization of its computer resources; that it
has sufficient but not excessive capabilities; that it has well- designed, soundly
controlled and documented business applications which are meeting management's information and control needs.
The management audit covers a broad
range of objectives and will require a
broad range of skills. Its scope includes:
(1) a summary definition of information
requirements, (2) an analysis of the
organization, systems and equipment
needed to satisfy these requirements,
(3) an evaluation of the effectiveness
of the existing EDP function, (4) an
evaluation of the adequacy of risk protection and internal control over the
EDP function and (5) the development
of recommendations for improvements
which are economically and technically
feasible.
Organization
Providing such skills suggests the or24

ganization of a gr ou p of management
people who are concerned with the use,
operation and control of the EDP function. The size and composition of the
study team would vary greatly with the
size and organization of the company.
The composition of this effort for a medium to l arge use r of EDP equipment
might be as follows:
Applications Advisory Committee. Representatives of top management from
manufacturing, sales, engineering and
administration would be designated to
evaluate the effectiveness of EDP support to their functions.
E D P Services Group. Vice - president ad-

ministration, controller, and data processing manager would be designated to
survey and coordinate application needs,
develop systems approaches and equipment recommendations and assure the
development of integrated information
system design.
E D P Audit Committee. Internal auditor
and independent auditor would be designated to review the adequacy of EDP
controls and risk protection and validity
of cost and savings benefits estimates.
The organization of the management
audit effort suggests the three logical
phases of its approach. The audit should
begin with an inventory and evaluation
of existing applications, and a survey of
desirable additional applications, suggesting priorities to meet the most critical information and control requirements.
The second phase of the audit would
involve an analysis of the organization
and equipment requirements of the desired applications. This phase would test
the economic and technical feasibility of
the applications, and would recommend
an implementation schedule for the
changes and additional applications.
The third phase of the audit would be
an appraisal of the effectiveness of the
data processing function in meeting the
legitimate information and control needs
of management. This phase would include testing the economic feasibility of
EDP approaches, the soundness of conMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

trol procedures over EDP functions, and
the reliability of the EDP systems as a
source of management information and
control.
Management Information Requirements
There is a tendency to confuse and
equate management information systems
and the computer. This mistake is not
always fatal but it can be very costly.
The company which has a poorly conceived inventory control system, maintained manually, will hardly solve the
management information problem relating to inventories by automating the
manual process. The computer may assist management in improving its ability
to capture, retrieve and analyze inventory information but the value of that
information will be measured by the extent to which it helps management make
decisions.
The objective of information is to assist management in making decisions.
The function of the computer is to assist
in the decision making process by providing information timely and analytically.
In each step of the management process: planning, monitoring and controlling, the computer can play an important
role. Its primary function is to perform
as the central processing core of the
company's management information and
control system. In this role, its major
functions are:
—To collect and store data in a retrievable
form which the managers of a business
need to make decisions.
—To select, assemble and analyze the data
and to report information in meaningful,
action- oriented terms.
—To initiate control actions through rejecting invalid data, flagging errors and
control violations, issuing action orders,
etc.
The management audit begins with
the definition or redefinition of these information requirements. It should begin
with an inventory of the information
now being captured, processed and reMARCH1968

ported by the EDP system. This inventory of existing applications should be
reviewed by the Applications Advisory
Committee to establish or reaffirm a
statement of need, purpose, cost and
benefits of each application. The Committee should recommend changes or
deletions of existing applications.
Working through the Advisory Committee, the audit team should develop
an inventory of tasks which are not now
supported by EDP applications and
should make recommendations for additional applications. These additional applications also should require the formal
statement of need, purpose, etc.
The original conversion to EDP systems should have begun with the definition of information needs. The management audit should follow the same pattern. Management information needs are
not necessarily equal to the information
which is presently available or to presently existing computer capabilities. Information needs should be studied in
terms of the decisions necessary to manage the business effectively.
Organization and
Equipment Requirements
Nothing is more significant to the success of EDP operations than a strong,
well- defined organization and competent
personnel. The organizational strength
of the EDP group will be the single most
important limitation on the extent to
which EDP is effectively applied to the
information processing needs of a company. The strong organization will successfully produce the sound application
definitions, computer system design,
effective operating procedures and control- oriented programs which are essential to well managed operations. It seems
probable that EDP operations will ultimately centralize within a distinct information management organization reporting to a top level executive. This
organization alignment emphasizes the
importance of information management
to a firm and promotes the capabilities
of the computer to integrate the capture,
25

ORGANIZATION OF THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

EXHIBIT 1

processing, storage and reporting functions of a wide range of financial and
nonfinancial information systems. Centralization should result in the normal
economies of large -scale operations. The
extent of centralization will depend on
the individual company circumstances
but it is likely that organizational unity
will be achieved even in the case of remote computer hardware installations.
More significant than economies of
scale, however, the consolidation and
upgrading of the organization will grant
both the authority and the responsibility
to develop integrated, nonredundant, information systems (see Exhibit 1) .
The re can be no real "accountability"
for overlapping uses of the computer in
the situation where many managers are
26

charged with responsibility to develop
their own systems, and no one has been
designated the authority and responsibility to integrate these needs.
Organization of the EDP Function
Although there are advantages for the
data processing "family" in staying together within the information management function, there should be distinct
segregations of responsibilities within
the family. These distinctions will assure
a reasonable level of control and crosscheck on system results. They should
also assure maximum efficiency through
specialization where applicable.
To the extent feasible, the characteristics of the organization should include
the following:
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Independence. The organization should
function similar to an independent service bureau having the responsibilities of
i n f o r m a t i o n sys t e m de si gn , i m p l e m e n t a -

tion and processing. It should not be
domin a ted by a ny si ngle user (a ccou nting, engineering, etc.) within the compa ny; its costs should be allocated to
line orga niza tion based on usage; it
should not ha ve responsibility for custody of compa ny a ssets.
Definition. T here shou ld be clearly defined orga niza tional lines to oth er co mpany functions and within the data
processing organization itself. Written
authority and responsibility sta tements
should help assure the necessary independence.
Applications definition. Sepa rate responsibility for definition will assure that
adequ ate attention is taken to defining
the form and content of informa tion
needs. T he formal statement of definition
should include justification for informa tion required and its critical timing requ irements. Compromises in systems
quality for programming expediency
wou ld be re siste d by t his g rou p.
Programming. T he solu t ion of a defined
system problem through the ca pa bilities
of the computer is a technica l area which
requ ires the use of skilled specialists if
the compu ter is to be efficiently u tilized
a nd properly controlled. This grou p
should be separately responsible for
maximizing the available compu ter resources on defined applications and for
sound, consistent standa rds of documenta tion.
Operations control. T he day -to -day opera t ions req u ire con trol wit hin the EDP
organization a nd between that grou p a nd
the user- cu stomer. T his separa te responsibility should be assigned for physical
control of the da ta files and programs
and for control of the job stream between the u ser a nd EDP opera tions.

interpretation is required to set u p and
run the job.
T h e i n te r re l a t i on shi p o f t h ese se pa r a t e
fu n c ti o n s in the i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of th e
sy st e m is su g gested in E x h i b i t 2 . T h e
a u th o ri za t io n a n d br o a d obj ec tiv es of
m a j o r pr oj ec ts sh o u l d be defin ed a t a
pol icy or to p lev el of the c omp a ny . I mpl e m e n t a t i o n respo nsibi lity sh ou ld a lso
inv ol ve r espo nsib le e xe cu ti ve s in e a c h of
th e m a j o r fu n ct i on s to be ser vic ed b y
t h e E D P o r g a n i z a t i o n . T h e m o st c r i t i c a l
a r ea s of c o m m u n i c a t i o n a n d co o r d i n a ti on o c cu r in th e t a sk s o f fin a l de fi n it io n
o f t h e a pp li ca ti on a n d in tra nsla ti on of
th e a p pl i ca t io n t o m a ch i ne re q u i r em e nt s.
Equ ip me nt R equ ir emen ts
T h e a na lysis of E D P e q u i p m e n t req u i r e m e n t s invo lves the tra n sla t ion of
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Policy

EDP S y s t e m s an d
Ha r d wa r e

Applic ations
Defin ition

�

I

In pu t

Ope ra ti o ns
Control

Da ta

Ma na g em en t

Operations. Actu al operations of computer ha rdwa re should concentra te on
schedu les, setu p a nd running of j ob s to
best u tilize the available comp u te r t ime
and to meet schedules. This objective
suggests that a highly uniform and deta iled set of instru ctions be prepa red for
ea ch job so that very little operator
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proposed computer applications into the
technical capabilities of available computer hardware and software. In the
management audit, this process would
logically begin with an analysis of existing applications. Processing bottlenecks
and other problems with existing applications may suggest the need for changes
in EDP hardware or software.
Often, the greatest potential improvements in systems approaches lie in the
input and output areas of the system.
There have been rapid developments in
methods of source data automation to
improve and streamline the data collection process. Information retrieval techniques, on -line inquiry devices and various types of data displays are being increasingly developed and are becoming
more economically feasible.
These same analyses of hardware and
software requirements must also be applied to the proposed new applications.
The cost of providing the additional information in existing or new applications should be carefully analyzed and
top management support given only
after an appraisal of these costs against
the related economic and operational
benefits.
The result of the analysis of organization and equipment needs should be the
development of a plan and timetable for
the implementation of the changes. The
promised benefits of the original conversion to EDP should be reviewed and a
reporting and review schedule should be
set up to assure that any planned cost
savings are actually realized.
Evaluation of EDP Controls
The elements of good internal management control as applied to a computer installation are not mysterious.
Rather, they are familiar sound management techniques which are independent
of the processing method used. Sound
organization structure, separation and
definition of duties, accountability and
custody of assets, and other independent
checks should be applied to all types of
information processing. The extent and
28

cost of control should be commensurate
with the risk of loss in the absence of
the control. As in any type of system,
effective controls are most efficiently and
economically installed if they are included in the original systems design.
There are several good questionnaires
available which can be used as reminder
lists in evaluating the control over EDPbased information systems. The most
important area of these questionnaires
concerns the organization aspects of
control just discussed. Four other major
considerations are discussed in summary
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Systems design and programming.
Operations.
Hardware and software.
Risk insurance.
Auditing.

Each of these control areas should
concern management if it expects to
place reliance on its computer -based information and control system. The subject areas should be reviewed annually
as part of the management audit.
Systems Design and Programming
Systems design and programming are
the processes by which the power of the
computer is applied to management's
information needs. There should be no
short -cuts taken here. Good control is
good business. In the management audit,
three aspects of programming control,
somewhat overlapping in their scope,
are considered in more detail:
1. Documentation and standards.
2. Program testing.
3. Program modification.
Documentation and standards represent the management trail or audit trail
for implementing the computer -based
business application. In well managed
operations you expect to find a manual
or some other organized statement of
the programming standards. These
guides assure the consistency and adequacy of documentation, provide training aids and a means of saving and
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

1. A systems specification should summarize each application. This brief
statement should describe the need,
purpose, user organization, general
description of the process, number
of programs and general flow, relationship to other programs, etc.
2. A system flow chart should supplement the systems specification. This
generalized flow chart should, itself,
be supplemented by brief narratives,
decision tables, etc., to clarify the
more complicated aspects of the
system.
3. A formal definition of external and
internal system controls should be
provided. The specifications for controls should be approved by the internal auditor.
4. Detailed written procedures should
exist for manual control of input
and output.
5. The input and output formats should
be defined and the documentation
should include samples of these
forms. Definitions should include all
input forms, batch transmittal forms,
proof listings, journals, management
reports and all other listings output
from the system.
6. There should be a brief but formal
program specification for each program of the system. This specification should define the name and
number of the program, its major
functions, its input- output, and control features.
7. There should be a formal statement
of programmed data controls. This
statement would include a list of all
edit checks, balancing controls, and
run -to -run control features of the
system.
8. Tape, card, random access record
layouts should be defined. The content and function of working storage
areas should be defined and a map
of the use of memory should be
provided.
9. There should be logic diagrams of
each computer program suppleMARCH 1968

mented, as necessary, by table descriptions and other narratives.
10. Program listings and decks should
be maintained currently with proper
safeguards over their use.
11. There should be detailed operating
instructions for running the programs. These instructions would include the normal setup and run procedures and also define the procedures for error stop conditions and
recovery procedures.
In a review of control features, the
programs that should most interest the
management audit team are those prosegments of programs which
grams
perform data editing. These programs
present an opportunity to build in extensive quality checks on the information being entered and processed. In
effect, a powerful, high speed, consistent, internal auditor is permanently
placed in the EDP system. The scope
and the exten t of t he edit s to b e programmed are limited only by the imagination of the system designer and the
relative cost of processing time to make
these checks.
Comprehensive edit programs will
prevent errors from happening and
thereby avoid the embarrassment and
cost of correcting errors. These edits
can avoid the embarrassment and potential cost of faulty reporting. Management can make a significant contribution
to these edit programs simply by providing the system designers with an
inventory of the kinds of errors which
have been a problem to them in the past.
Programmed edits may be classified
in two general categories, (1) housekeeping checks and (2) quality checks.
Housekeeping checks verify that all the
data required by a record are present,
and that all of the codes used in the
data are valid and recognizable by subsequent programs. Quality checks are of
more interest to the manager. These
include tests of the reasonableness of
data, such as a check that a selected
dollar field does not exceed a specified
limit, and tests of the interdependence
of data. For example, a test might be
or

reusing generalized programming approaches.
Documentation of the systems should
be complete and should include the
following:
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built to assure that the payroll charges
for certain employees are limited to a
specified range of accounts. An analysis
of the most frequently made errors will
produce a number of suggestions for
combination or interdependence edits.
These quality checks represent a significant opportunity for management to
review by exception. The edits can be
designed to print out for review all
transactions exceeding a limit specified
by management.
Comprehensive edits are of great
value to the batch processing system.
They are absolutely essential to the
real -time environment in which records
are updated immediately upon input
from remote locations and are available
immediately for information inquiry
after updating.
The old adage, GIGO (garbage -in,
garbage -out), is not a satisfactory answer. The resulting system would be a
nightmare for reliance. Every system
should have garbage pails (edit programs) installed to collect the garbage
being entered. The resulting system,
GIGPO (garbage -in, garbage pails out),
permits only valid data to flow through
to the reports.
Program testing represents a second
area of program controls which should
interest the management audit group.
The primary objective of testing should
be to determine that there has been good
communication between the user and
the EDP organization. A new program
should not go on the air until it has
been proven to meet the needs of the
user. Until the new program has been
proven, the existing EDP or manual
processes should remain unchanged.
The basic and essential characteristics
of thorough testing would include the
following:
1. Simulated data designed to violate all
the edits and other controls of the
system.
2. A large dose of "live" transactions
should be processed through the system as an assurance check on the
completeness of the simulated data.
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3. The "controlled answer" violations of
controls should be followed up with
analysis of the variations from the
controlled answer.
4. There should be tests of more than
one processing cycle of each program
to verify its updating capability.
5. There should be system or "string"
tests of the entire series of programs
to verify program compatibility from
run to run.
6. There should be a pilot test or parallel operation as an independent
check on the validity of the system.
Program testing principles apply not
only to new systems but also to the
modifications of existing systems. The
most thoroughly designed, comprehensively tested and elaborately controlled
process can erode into a leaky, patchwork, ineffective and uncontrolled procedure if programs are not adequately
maintained.
Modifications of programs are not
very complicated procedures to control.
Control simply requires that the same
formal documentation, testing and approval standards required for new applications be required to make changes.
The problem with program maintenance
is the lack of enthusiasm for the subject.
Although it is difficult to generate
interest among programmers for comprehensive maintenance procedures, the
rewards for sound procedures will be
well worth the effort. Complete revision
of program documentation is not necessary with each change. Rather, notebook
documentation of the change or color coded modifications of the basic flow
chart may be sufficient for minor
changes. However, the EDP organization should be allowed to budget adequate staff and time for maintenance of
program documentation. When the
change or cumulative effect of small
changes is major, the documentation
standards for new programs should
apply and the informal changes should
be consolidated in complete new documentation.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Ope ratio ns
C o n t r o l ov e r E D P op e r a ti o n s is
a c hi ev ed la rgely by close a t te nt io n to
the a rea s of orga niza tion a nd prog ra mmi n g . G o o d o p e r a t i o n s c o n t r o l req u ir es
th a t t h er e b e a c le a r se pa r a ti o n o f d u ti e s
a n d c l e a r wr i tt e n i nst ru c ti o ns. T h e rea so na bl y p r u d e n t co nt r ol s fo r a typica l
E D P op e r a t i o n wo u l d inc lu de the follo win g :
Responsibility for sou rce da ta accura cy cou ld rest with the u ser orga nization. There should be adequa te
batch balancing or other controls
ov er d a t a a t th e point of origin and
continu ou s check ing of control tota ls
throu ghou t the preprocessing sta ges.
2. Both the user organization and the
EDP c on tr ol grou p shou ld maintain
control logs over the movement of
da ta , including rejection and reentry
of bad ba tches of data. T he real -time
system having nu merou s remote inpu t sou rces will requ ire some type of
au toma tic transaction logging procedu re. A pa per au dit ta pe a t the source
or a ma gnetic ta pe log with time a nd
inpu t source ta g s o n t he da ta wou ld
be exa m ples of inpu t control s. Comprehensive real -time edits would be
vital to control.
3. Effective and controlled sou rce da ta
conversion requires that there be
standa rd, uniform instru ctions for
keypu nch or other inpu t devices. Inpu t forms a nd devices shou ld be designed with the needs and ca pa bilities
of the u sers in mind.
There should be extensive da ta control checks throughout the system:
(a ) batch bala nce controls through
k eypu nch, EAM a nd c ompu ter p rocesses, (b ) ta pe and disk label check s
in programs, (c) run -to -run balance
controls, cou nts, etc., and (d) check
point and restart procedu res in progra ms.
There should be control to assu re the
reconcilia tion a nd reentry of rejected
da ta . (Ga rba ge pails should be emptied by resubmission of corrected
da ta.)
Run books and ma chine utilization
logs should be mainta ined. There
shou ld be periodic stu dies and docu menta tion of performa nce of jobs.
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Explicit opera ting instru ctions should
be provided. T hese wou ld inclu de file
identification, peripheral equ ipment
assignments, switch settings, error
stops and recovery procedu res, etc.
T he program design should be
pl a n ne d to b e a s free fro m op er a t or
intervention and decision as is fea sible.
8. There should be sou nd library control procedu res for data files a nd progra ms a nd clear, controlled file retention policies.
M o st of the ex p e r ie n c e to d a t e ha s
be e n with batched - input, sequ ent ia l
pr oc essi ng sy st em s. T h e e m e r g e n c e of
rea l -t im e, r a n do m a c ce ss p ro ce ssin g sy ste m s ha s co m pl i c a t e d the co n tr o l ta sk .
Co n t r o l s a n d a u d it te c hn i qu e s will
e v o l v e wi t h t h e e x p a n si o n o f t h e se m o r e
so ph i st i ca t ed sy st e ms.
One common i nterim a ppro a ch is tha t
of tra nsa cti on logging —the a ssig n me n t
of so u rc e inp u t co de s t o ea c h tra nsa ct io n.
T h e s e i n p u t c o d e s i n d i c a t e su c h d a t a a s
da t e , time of da y , so u rc e in pu t u nit,
o p e r a t o r n u m b e r , se q u e n c e n u m b e r , e t c .
T h e co d e s e n a b l e the m a i n t e n a n c e of
back -up re co rd s in ma g n et i c ta pe fo r m
fo r possible fu t u r e re co nst ru ct io n of
in p u t r e c o r d s.
H ar dwar e and So ftwar e
H a r d wa r e a n d so ft wa r e co n t ro l s a r e
vi t a l t o a c c u r a t e p r o c e ssi n g b u t a r e c o n si de re d he r e only briefly be ca u se they
a r e le a st l i k e ly t o be th e b a si c ca u se of
co n tr o l pr o bl e ms. If the or ga n iz a t i on ,
sy st em s a n d p r o g r a m m i n g , a n d op e r a tions co nt r ol s a re so u n d , it is unlik ely
th a t h a r dwa r e a n d so ft wa r e c o n t ro l s wi l l
be a p ro ble m.
T h e r e a r e m a n y t e x t s a n d a r t ic l e s o n
the no r m a l co nt r ol s wh ic h sh ou ld be
a n ti ci pa te d in m a n u fa c t u r e r 's h a r d wa r e
a n d so ftwa re . If you review this litera tu re a n d se a r ch for the ex p er i en c e of
y o u r c o m p a n y a n d tha t of oth er s, yo u
will co n c l u d e tha t to da y's c o m p u t e r
h a r d wa r e ha s a g en e r a l l y excel lent reco r d of relia bility. M o st of the ma j o r
co n tr o l pr o b l e m s a n d we a k n esse s ha ve
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been of the "nut -at- the - wheel," system
design and programming variety.
Hardware features are directed primarily toward assuring accuracy in the
basic computational functions. Software
controls, which usually involve controls
over the movement of data, protect
against errors and accidental destruction. If the management audit group
finds it necessary to probe into hardware
and software controls, most likely it will
find its interest directed toward review
of the software controls.
Risk Insurance
The potential great risk of loss which
exists in centralized data processing
functions is seldom discussed in the
literature today. Typically, a tremendous
concentration of investment exists in
the computer installation: (1) the compact storage of large active data files in
card, tape or disk form, (2) the concentration of critical business processing
systems in compact hardware installations and (3) the concentration of substantial investment of labor costs in
programs.
This concentration of investment
raises the potential of loss from that of
an inconvenience to that of a business
catastrophe. The loss of data files and
master records on receivables and other
assets could be disastrous. The cost of
business interruption is potentially
greatly increased by the concentration of
records in computer files. Insurance
tailored to this need is available and a
continuous review of the company's exposure and insurance coverage should
be part of the management audit.
Auditing
Continuous internal auditing should
be an integral part of a company's
management control system. The effectiveness of this function should be reevaluated in the light of today s computer technology. Auditors should be
trained in computer concepts and in
techniques of auditing through the com32

puter. The auditors should participate
in computer system design to assure the
installation of adequate controls in these
systems.
The auditor should be capable of
participating and should perform an
important role in the management audit
of the EDP center. He should perform
most of the work relating to the evaluation of controls of the system and should
be in a position to evaluate the economic
feasibility of proposed changes in computer hardware.
As EDP systems expand in scope,
more and more reliability becomes inevitable; it is achieved primarily by
soundly designed computer systems
having comprehensive, yet economical
controls. It is the auditor's responsibility
to management to assure the adequate
control of EDP systems. It is the auditor's responsibility to himself to remain
effective in the age of computer business
applications by being thoroughly familiar with computer processes and controls.
Conclusion
The basic approach to the management audit of the EDP center is to regenerate the creative atmosphere of the
original installation. It represents a
planned approach to guard against stagnation of the EDP service function. It
aims for assurance that EDP services
will change as management's information needs change. One of its fundamental objectives is to match, as nearly
as possible, the cost of providing data
processing services with the associated
benefits. In so doing, the audit seeks the
continuous commitment and strong support of management, based on an informed analysis of the cost of providing
EDP services.
The management audit is suggested
on an annual basis. It could be a real
barn - burner the first time around. Patience, persistence, stamina and good
luck will make life easier each subsequent year.
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In EDP, Organization Breeds Success
By JOHN P. BARRISON
Y O U find that things are not going
as expected in your data processing
function, take a good look at your organization. Regardless of your particular phase in the life cycle of electronic
data processing, organization breeds
success.
Data processing literature abounds
with warnings that many computer installations are failures. These are not
failures in the sense that the equipment
would not perform, because with a
little ingenuity and help from the manufacturer for a while, any installation
can be "made" to work. They are failures, however, in the sense that while
management expects assistance from
the data processing organization, it
actually receives restrictions. Avoiding
failure requires the right organization.
Proper organization must be associated with each phase of existence. Let
us examine the various stages, and the
changing characteristics in organization
that should accompany them. The
phases in the life cycle of EDP can be
shown as in Exhibit 1. Every phase
should build upon the knowledge obtained through the effort expended in
preceding phases.
F

I

S u r v e y Ph a s e . This phase begins with
management's realization that administrative processes can be improved, but
with no real knowledge of where and
how. Sooner or later, someone is selected to get things started.
The goal of this phase is to define
the objectives of the firm and to recommend whether or not the project should
be continued. This is the first organization pitfall.
A first -level supervisor should not be
selected even though he may be a
"comer" or someone who knows "how
we do things." People at that level do
not have the necessary overall grasp of
company objectives. Indeed, knowing
how things are done now may be a
disadvantage at this stage. The man at
the right level will be the one who is
high enough in the company to be able
to make important decisions without
clearing every detail with his superior
and yet low enough to be held responsible for the results obtained from any
data processing organization.
The man chosen should then find a
source of impartial advice and technical
guidance. This may be someone inside
the company, from an associated firm
or an outside specialist. The key to
success here is selection of someone

JOHN P. HARRISON, Raritan Valley Chapter 1966, is
Systems Consultant with Main Lafrentz & Co., Ne w Yo r k ,
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who knows both data processing and
your firm's business.
Feasibility Phase. The purpose of
this phase is to make a recommendation
about the methods of implementing the
firm's objectives as they were developed during the survey phase. Among
the choices to be considered are: improvements to the current system, noncomputer systems improvements, and
the various types and manufacturers of
computers.
The organization, during this phase,
must be independent of specific computer manufacturers. Indeed, having a
computer manufacturer's representative
provide systems guidance biases the
study not only toward computer soluThe Li f e Cycle of EDP
Su rvey P ha se

1

F e a s i b i l i t y Phase
Development Phase
Op e r a ti on Ph a s e
Review Phase

EXHIBIT 1

tions but also toward a particular computer's capabilities. Worse, data processing benefits may be reduced by the
sometimes limited experience of the
salesman serving the account.
If data processing personnel are not
already available, they should not be
hired at this point. They are liable to
select equipment and applications to
advance their own technical welfare
rather than advance your company's
interests.
The organization meets its objectives
during this phase by gathering information from many sources, firming up
company objectives, exploring present
capabilities, and consulting outside
manufacturers about the characteristics
of available hardware, software, delivery, service and cost. (See Exhibit
2.) The culmination of this phase is a
report of what should be done to
achieve company aims. It should be in
sufficient depth so that detail systems
and programming do not have to be
worked out from the start. That means
adequate documentation in the form of
flow charts with samples of source
forms and output reports.
Development Phase. The purpose of
this phase is to translate management's
systems and objectives into the nuts and
bolts of computer systems and pro-

Organization During Feasibility Phase

Responsible
Executive
Systems
Advisor

Representatives
from affected
int ern al use rs

Representatives
from present
EDP (if any)

Representatives
from computer
manufacturers

Representatives
from other
suppliers

EXHIBIT 2
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grams. The translation of general instructions into specific ones required by
a computer is an involved, lengthy and
detailed undertaking. If the phase has
been preceded by a thorough and well documented systems phase, the work is
much more manageable.
The danger area of the development
effort is the possibility of programmers
wandering away from the framework
established by the preceding phases. It
is senseless to have major objectives
compromised for minor expediencies.
Programmers should obtain approval
for revisions. The project must be maintained on its intended course.
At the beginning of this phase, a
suitable EDP head must be selected to
assume active direction for the project.
In turn, he selects appropriate staff, assigns tasks and institutes progress reporting. As the system develops, the
EDP head should have his work reviewed by the responsible management
executive and guided toward the results
he is expected to achieve. The EDP
head should be reporting on his stewardship.
At the end of this phase, detail programming has been completed and all
documentation has been prepared.
Operation Phase. The purpose of this
phase is to bring management's objectives to reality. That, of course, means
the ability to take the intended action
from the information produced from
the data processing activity of the system. In some cases, the computer itself
has been programmed to act, e.g., preparing purchase orders for low- balance
material inventory. In other cases, the
computer produces a report for someone's action.
The organization during the operation phase is characterized by a coordinated division of labor operating within
the framework of good internal control.
Good internal control encompasses both
control of the data as to accuracy and
promptness, and control of the people
with adequate documentation and
MARCH1968

backup. Good design of these controls
should be incorporated into the overall
plan of the system.
The major pitfall during this stage is
that the usual changes brought about
by processing improvements or to accommodate new conditions will be in
someone's work notes without being
used to update the written system. Perhaps, the principal reason for this is
that the responsibility for maintaining
documentation is a task often assigned
to no one in particular. The answer is
that a change in systems is still a system's responsibility. Operations should
not make changes any more than programmers should.
Another disease is the growth of the
"strong man" upon whom the organization depends. He keeps everything in
his head and is too busy to write things
down. There is no backup in sight because he claims he does not have time
to train anyone either. The solution here
is to stick to the division of labor suggested by good internal control. The size
of the organization is a major determinant here.
The systems group should maintain
its independence from the EDP group
so that they may explore all facets of
corporate activity as required by the responsible executive ( Exhibit 3) . These
facets many times require non- computer solutions. The best solution should
always be sought. There is a tendency of
a systems group reporting within a computer framework to produce computer
solutions to all problems. The result of
this is that they will justify the next
generation computer long before you
should be needing it. There is no end
to the operation phase during the life of
a particular system. It is now a "going
concern" subject to the review phase to
be covered next.
Review Phase. The purpose of this
phase is to perform a system's audit. It
is a case of begi nning at the end and
not at the beginning. The objective is to
compare the end results being accom35

Organization During Operation Phase

Responsible
Executive
EDP Head

perations
Manager

Programming
Manaeer

I

Quality
Control

Systems

Operations
Research

I
I

Application
Programmers

Forms Control
Manual

Operations

Maintenance
Programmers

Computer

Keypunch

I

Librarianl

EXHIBIT 3

plished with the intended purposes. The
course taken should be evaluated and
guidance provided for future direction.
It is an overview to be performed in an
impartial and objective manner. If the
work in the previous phases has not
been done properly, you are likely to
discover current generation equipment
doing punched -card machine processing. After successive generations bringing increased speed, capacity and cost
there still may not be time to do some
important new applications, improve
the old, or even perhaps get the old
jobs to run right and be available before
the information reported is too dead
for the intended use. Modular building
blocks, compatibility features, and emu-
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lations of slower computers, all have
their proper places but a definite schedule should be available to show when
the blocks added will be utilized effectively and when the conversion crutches
will no longer be needed.
Every EDP organization can obtain
continuing rejuvenation from systems
audits at appropriate intervals. The key
is impartial review with strong top management direction. Ultimately the
time will come when some of the already mentioned pitfalls and dangers
will appear. When they do, the cycle
should begin again. Hopefully, the need
for such reviewing will become less
frequent.
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The Potential of Multiple Access - Computer
Service Bureaus
By CONSTANTI NE K ONSTANS
development in the data
processing service bureau industry
is the advent of multiple- access- computer service bureaus. These organizations
provide computer users a high degree
of machine responsiveness. Consequently, a true management information system becomes a distinct possibility for
firms unable to justify economically their
own computers but which could benefit
from a computer's capabilities. In fact,
multiple - access - computer (MAC) service bureaus offer advantages for many
firms which currently maintain their own
computers.
The multiple- access - computer (MAC)
service bureau is an application of the
concept termed "time- sharing," non technically described as the simultaneous use of one computer by a number
of subscribers. To better appreciate the
potential of multiple - access - computer
(MAC) service bureaus, the characteristics of MAC service bureaus, the type
currently in existence and those projected for the future, and the implications of these for the accountant are
considered.

A

RECENT

Conceptual Characteristics
Three separate but complementary
concepts characterize MAC service bureaus. These are on -line, real -time and
time - sharing.

The first concept, on -line, has two
applicable meanings. The initial meaning relates to earlier data processing
systems where the concept served to
identify pieces of equipment, such as
card readers and line printers, under the
control of the operating program in the
computer. With MAC service bureaus,
the scope of the concept expands in
terms of equipment, geography, and
services performed. The equipment used
reflects a wide assortment of data origination and communications devices, in
addition to the ordinary peripheral machines, all under the control of a sp ec ia l
computer program. Furthermore, data
origination devices may be located 30
feet or 3,000 miles from the central
processor. Distance limitations are dictated primarily by economics and not
technology.
Services, performed for a number of
different entities, are characterized by
the elimination of human intervention
from the point of input origination and
computer processing to the point of in-
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formation output at various devices.
Data can flow over special communications links in one direction only, in one
or another direction, or in two directions simultaneously. In effect, on -line
systems "...increase the burden on the
computer so that the efficiency of the
man can be increased. " t
Real -time refers to the degree of responsiveness between some physical operation and the data processing. The
data processing must be accomplished
in time to influence the physical operation.
The question remains as to the definition of an acceptable response time. Is
the almost instantaneous response necessary to control a station in a steel
mill? Or is a real -time response the receipt and batching of a week's payroll
information in time to process employee
paychecks and records? Of course, there
is no one solution. It has been concluded
that real -time systems "...mast satisfy
some reasonable criterion of 'immediacy' in providing a response, regardless
of whether the input is batched in some
way or is in fact processed as soon as
received.z
The concept of time - sharing depends
heavily upon the two concepts described.
Each user of a time - sharing system and
each subscriber to such a service in the
case of a MAC service bureau, require
a direct link to the central processor.
With many users, this feature further
requires a simultaneous linkage. In addition, an immediate response is necessary, often modified by the type of service demanded.
For example, an almost instantaneous
response may be necessary for an inventory status inquiry while a less stringent
response time may be adequate for preWalter F. Bauer, "On -Line Systems —Their
Characteristics and Motivations," Reprint from
On -Line Computing Systems, American Data
Processing, Inc., Detroit, 1965, p. 6.
z Robert V . Head, Rea! -Time Business Systems,
Holt, Rinehart, Winston, Inc., New York, 1964,
1

p. 5.
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paring an invoice. A time - shared system
must be able to sense the priorities implied in this example.
Added to a time - sharing system's features of direct, simultaneous and instantaneous service is the requirement
that such a system be:
1. Independent to the degree that different services, programs, or devices can
be in use separately or in combination during any given period of time.
2. General - purpose to the degree that
no restriction is placed on the kind of
program or application involved.3
Hardware Characteristics
The MAC service bureau differs
greatly from a conventional service bureau in the types of hardware employed,
especially communications and data
storage equipment. For communications
purposes, devices are required to originate data, to convert its form, to control
its flow and to ensure its integrity.
Data origination or terminal devices
may have send -only, receive -only, or
send - and - receive capabilities. They may
take the form of keyboard equipment,
meters, punched card terminals, paper
and magnetic tape terminals, or even
computers.
Data sets convert the electrical signals from these terminal devices into
tones for transmission over communication lines. At the MAC service bureau,
the tones are interpreted, reconverted
into electrical signals and fed directly
to the computer or converted into
punched cards, paper or magnetic tape,
and retained for future processing.
Data flow may be controlled by a
special computer called a communications multiplexor if volume or other considerations so require. Under the control of the central processor, the multiplexor polls the various users, analyzes
requests, assembles incoming and outE. Michael Shays, "The Feasibility of Real
Time Data Processing," Management Services,
July- August, 1965, p. 21.
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going messages, and routes messages
through the transmission network. Capabilities exist in data sets and in the
multiplexor to test messages for completeness, distortion, etc.
Data storage requirements present a
challenge to the smooth operation of
a MAC service bureau, especially if the
users' requirements are file- oriented as
are most business data processing applications. Various levels of storage using
magnetic core, drum, disc, and even
punched cards, are often necessary. Especially important are rapidly accessible
random - access - memory units. Often, a
file multiplexor controlled by the central processor may be used to control
traffic to- and -from and within the data
storage units.
Items of equipment (such as units
which synchronize the operation of a
multi- computer installation, common
items of peripheral equipment, and
machine - prepared logs recording customer usage and other information) are
beyond the scope of this paper. Clearly,
the operation of a MAC service bureau
presents all of the problems inherent
in a conventional service bureau in addition to considerations many times
more complex.
Software Characteristics
Time - sharing systems require very
elaborate programs. Furthermore, programming is paramount, well ahead in
importance of other systems considerations.
In addition to the application- oriented
programs of each user maintained in
computer memory at the MAC service
bureau, several other types of programs
exist. Foremost among these is a program alternatively referred to as an
executive, monitor, supervisor or control. The executive program literally
controls the system. The equipment and
the other programs operate autonomously only to a degree, never completely. Among the duties of the executive program are establishing a user's
MARCH1968

priority, allocating and controlling storage, controlling input and output, error
checking, controlling the queue of service requests, etc.
Other program types are for general
system support. These exist to perform
specific functions such as aiding in system development, file maintenance, and
off -line processing.
Control Characteristics
Of special interest to the accountant
are the control characteristics of a particular MAC service bureau's system.
With many remote subscribers simultaneously using a common memory, it
is important that their respective records
and programs be protected. Some systems accomplish this by assuming that
the system's programs are debugged and
that the users' programs are never debugged. This requires that the system be
designed so as to operate in two modes,
one while the system's own programs
are being processed and the other while
users' programs are operative. In the
latter mode, special hardware establishes limits in memory from which
users' programs can never leave. At the
same time, certain commands, which
would interfere with the system's operation as a utility and which are reserved
for the executive program, are prohibited when the computer is operating in
a user mode.
Keydata Corporation, for instance,
approaches the problem of control in an
interesting manner. Console operators
are provided pre - established confidential
codes or passwords for various applications. The applications' passwords include the console's identity and a check
digit for accuracy. Each operator receives only a specified group of passwords in order to restrict confidential
information to a need -to -know basis.
Furthermore, a subscriber's files cannot
be entered except from his own console
because the computer matches a given
set of passwords to a specific console.
Consoles transmitting passwords not as39

signed to them are denied access to the
files.'
Present and Future Capabilities
Currently, three general types of
MAC service bureaus, classified by services rendered, exist in various stages of
development. MAC service bureaus
offering scientific and engineering problem- solving and others providing business- oriented data processing are actively marketing their services.'
Specialized time - shared information
services are also available on a service
bureau basis.
Present capabilities. Several MAC
service bureaus offer scientific and engineering problem solving services exclusively. Such services are especially attractive for scientists, engineers and
others whose computational requirements demand the speed and accuracy
of a fully automatic, record - keeping and
computing facility. In effect, the subscribers own a portion of a super calculating machine or slide -rule. Installations such as these save users time and
increase their effectiveness by allowing
them to concentrate on problem- solving
without first becoming computer technologists. Generally, a user will compile, test and operate his own program
through remotely located consoles in
one of several programming languages
available without regard for the activities of other subscribers.
Often available are package programs
which permit users to debug their own
programs with the assistance of the
computer. The users' programs can be
stored for later use or run immediately
through the consoles which usually
have the capability of transmitting and
receiving a variety of data. In addition,
standard package programs for land survey, analysis of variance, PERT, and
`Report KD -3, The Keydata System —A General Description Keydata Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., 1965.
'S e e "Computer Time - Sharing Catches On,"
Business Week, April 15, 1967, p. 177.
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many others, are frequently available
for the convenience of all subscribers.
A second type of MAC service bureau currently available has the capability of processing the file- oriented requirements of business firms as well as
providing computational services. Shortly, a completely computerized management information system for small —
and medium -sized businesses will be
available through such organizations.
Through a console, a subscriber can
prepare payrolls, solve an operations research problem, or debug a program.
Specialized time - shared information
systems generally do not permit the subscribers to prepare, alter or modify existing programs from their consoles.
Programming services are usually centrally provided. The remote consoles are
generally special - purpose in design and
transmit or receive highly stylized data.
Subscribers' records may or may not be
maintained by the system and each subscriber may or may not be able to enter
data into the system which would alter
common files. Examples are stock and
bond quotation services, and teller services for banks provided by outside organizations. The majority of other such
commercially available services are not
time - shared systems of the type discussed; however, the literature indicates
that credit bureaus, economic analysis
and forecasting services, construction
statistics specialists, and certain industry
groups are rapidly moving in that direction.
Future developments. The MAC service bureaus currently in operation are
the forerunners of a revolutionary new
concept. As local MAC service bureaus
and time - shared systems of individual
companies, banks, universities and governments grow, they may eventually be
interconnected, thus forming a nationwide network of information utilities,
similar to existing public utilities which
supply services to subscribers and which
charge a fee based on usage. Information utilities may provide services related to information which may include
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

the collection, storage, processing, analyzing, computing and display of information. In addition, their interests may
go beyond information itself and deal
with money or financial commitments or
similar functions. One indicator that
such a concept will in fact evolve is the
expectation that time - shared systems
will account for nearly half of the $5billion computer industry sales projected for 1970.E
The Implications for the Accountant
Although prognostications frequently
are proven inaccurate, their justification
rests on the premise that it generally is
preferable to anticipate change rather
than to ignore its imminence. The currently existing MAC service bureaus and
the future possibility of a nation -wide
system of information utilities will undoubtedly influence accounting practice.
It may be useful to examine briefly
some of the implications for the areas
of accounting concepts, auditing and
management advisory services.
Accounting concepts. The availability
of an instantaneous and total information processing system, economically attractive to business firms of all sizes and
even to individuals, may significantly
affect accounting concepts. As an example, consider the concept of realization. Some critics of current practice
would eliminate adherence to the realization concept and rely solely upon economic concepts of income. This may be
possible if a company manufacturing
for inventory had instantaneous external
information, unrestricted by geopraphy
and other considerations, pertaining to
such items as the current market prices
of its product. Internally, the information system can provide instantaneously
the status of all goods in process in
terms of both factor payments and
physical assembly. Assuming that instantaneous information to-and -from all
parts of the economy serves to dampen
"IBM's Answer to Time - Sharing," Business
Week, March 13, 1965, p. 50.
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cyclical fluctuations, quantitative techniques for forecasting future sales volumes, selling prices and factor costs
may be highly reliable.
If statistical reliability can be substituted for the accounting concept of objectivity, the need for invoking the realization concept may not exist in many
situations. Thus, the recommendations
of persons favoring the acceptance of
an economic concept of income may
become operable.
Auditing. It is submitted that one of
the most profound effects of the availability of an instantaneous and total information processing system will be to
bring closer together the roles of the
auditor and of the information systems
designer.
The auditor has been arming himself
with the tools of statistics and probability theory. In addition, many auditors
recognize the computer as an aid in
auditing and thus have developed computer programming capabilities. To
these, the need for a knowledge of information systems will be felt in order
that effective controls can be integrated
into audit tests without creating inefficiencies in an overall information system.
In addition, the services of existing
MAC service bureaus for assisting the
auditor in devising such audit tests as
constructing a sampling table and testing the sample should not be ignored.
A terminal in the auditor's office can
conserve material amounts of man hours.
Management advisory services. The
development of a system of information
utilities will allow firms of any size to
have a computerized management information system. Accounting firms with
systems capabilities can expect to derive
a substantial portion of their billings
from systems design engagements. However, in the future, systems design will
require a greater involvement with communications hardware and techniques in
addition to an expanded knowledge of
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computer hardware and software, mathematics, statistics and operations research.
A console located in an accountant's
office and connected to the information
utility may serve as an aid in performing
management advisory services. For example, simulation techniques applied
through the console can be used to design a client's management information
system. Similarly, the console can be
used to assist in developing solutions
related to inventory control, capital expenditures, or tax planning.

Summary
Time - sharing as applied through
MAC service bureaus offers the accountant tremendous
opportunities.
Given that information represents the
vital lifeblood of a business organization and given the accountant's concern
with information services, then an understanding of the capabilities and applications of MAC service bureaus
seems a reasonable area of exploration
for the accountant. The purpose of this
paper is to provide a first step in such
an exploration.

Data Processing Ups and Downs*
Dear Joe:
I found it hard to believe that it has been three years since you left the company. We have had so many changes since you left; perhaps that explains why the
time has gone so quickly. If you came back today you wouldn't recognize the old
place.
You recall how we used to talk about how old fashioned the company was in
its procedures? Well, all this began changing shortly after you left, and we entered
into the age of modern data processing.
Remember the accounting machine we had and how Miss Smith operated it like
a fine musical instrument? And remember how she fussed over her trays of dog eared ledger cards as if they were made of gold?
The three of them —Miss Smith, the accounting machine and the ledger cards —
gave us a lot of information but, unfortunately, not fast enough nor in the form
we wanted it. Oh sure, it was true that we could find out almost immediately how
fast the XYZ Co. was paying up or how much business XYZ had been giving us.
All we had to do was look at Miss Smith's ledger card, which was posted through
the previous day. But when it came to getting a list of our customers who were
more than thirty days behind in their payments, this was something else.
*Its author said: "I would prefer remaining anonymous." Ed.
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So we went to a punch -card operation. We rented equipment at $1,000 per
month, hired three key -punch operators, a machine operator, and a manager of
data processing. Miss Smith subsequently retired.
Now we were in business. We could print out invoices faster than imaginable —
after key punching. Our payroll took hardly any time at all —after key punching.
And we received an aged trial balance of our accounts receivable no later than the
fifteenth of each month!
Then, after several months, small problems started to occur. The aged trial balance of accounts receivable was late several months in a row. Upon inquiry, it
appeared that the calculating machine was too slow. Then our bills started going
out later each month. We found two reasons for this; first, the print speed of our
printer was not fast enough and, second, data processing was not getting the information fast enough from the order department. An investigation of the order
department revealed that we needed more coding clerks.
Shortly thereafter two problems came up which made us realize that our punch card equipment was obsolete. That's how fast things move in this data - processing
field.
The first problem was brought about by Harry Olsen back in shipping. I'm sure
you remember him; he was the one who always had a new joke to tell. Well, Harry
needed a listing of his earnings each month over the past three years. I'm not sure
of the details, but I believe it involved a court case, probably someone didn't like
one of his jokes —ha! We asked data processing for a print -out of Harry's earnings,
but they could give us only the total for each year. Their card retention program
did not permit them to keep the detail cards necessary for such a print -out. There
was also a problem of machine set -up time for such a short run and, besides that,
a new board would have to be wired. Actually, we solved the problem by having
two of the girls check the payroll journals for the last two years and list his earnings. Harry's earnings during the first year came rather easily. We found them on
one of Miss Smith's dusty old ledger cards.
The second problem was similar to this; the credit department wanted a complete history of the business we had done over the past several years with some of
our slow - paying customers. Luckily, in this case, we were able to list most of the
information from our files of customer invoices. At least we didn't have to go
through the sales journal. Again, data for the first few years were easiest to obtain
because they were on Miss Smith's old ledger cards.
As I mentioned before, these two instances pointed up how obsolete our punch card equipment had become. It was obvious that a high -speed computer was the
only answer, and so we ordered one with magnetic tapes and random access.
Joe, you should have been here when they brought in the new equipment. We
all stood there staring in hushed silence. It was the most impressive sight we had
ever seen. Truly, our company had entered into the space age.
I should compliment the data - processing division at this point. They went all out
in preparing the proper site for the computer. The waiting room just inside the main
entrance to the office was enlarged, and the entire left wall, as you come in the
door, was removed and replaced by clear -glass partitions. Then the whole row of
offices on the other side of that wall was removed and the area enclosed with a
new wall. That is where our computer was located. A raised floor was put in this
area so that there would be no ugly connecting cables on the floor to detract from
the beauty of the equipment. We also installed special air conditioning and humidity control in this area even though the computer manufacturer said it wasn't
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necessary. Our data - processing people felt that the rental cost of our equipment
made the cost of this atmosphere control equipment seem insignificant.
The total effect of the new room and the equipment is very impressive, and I
am sure the salesmen and prospective new employees who call on us will know
that we are a most progressive company. Just to show you the new spirit in the
organization, our president and our chairman of the board were the most cheerful
of all when their offices were moved closer to the factory area. There was a rumor
that a few of the directors were unhappy with the noise from the foundry in the
new board room, but I'm sure this is not true.
The new computer with the high -speed printer and random access solved all our
problems. We can now get information on Harry Olsen or the XYZ Co. even faster
than with Miss Smith's ledger cards.
It is certainly amazing what our new programmers and systems people were able
to accomplish with the new computers. Actually, it is the people who run computers
who are the key to a successful operation, and our data - processing people made
sure they got the best. I understand that they hired only college graduates with a
mathematics major. These fellows seem to be a breed of their own. They are somewhat aloof, and they all dress alike. They wear white shirts, dark ties and dark
trousers. This makes the view of the computer room through the glass partitions
even more impressive as you see them all working on the new equipment watching the lights flash.
I was about to close this letter, Joe, but 1 suddenly remembered the most important news of all. Our company was sold to Ajax Co. That is the one over on
the other side of the railroad tracks. To all of us it seemed to happen very suddenly,
but I guess there were discussions going on for some time. It seems that our majority stockholders have been unhappy the last few years because the dividends
have been passed. I cannot understand this, because our sales have been increasing
every year.
A crew from Ajax was in the other day to make preparations for the takeover.
I talked to one of their men and I almost fell over when I learned they not only
do not have a computer, they don't even have a punch -card installation. I cannot
imagine how such an old fashioned outfit can be successful. He said they do all
their record - keeping on two accounting machines, and you would never guess who
one of the operators is —Miss Smith's niece.
Take care, Joe.
Your friend,
Bill
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The Impact of Computers on the
Controllership Function
B y A. W . G i l mou r S t u b b s *
physical processing of t h e d at a or the
running of the models. On the other
hand, distinct from these, there are the
systems people and the operations researchers who determine the type of information to be processed and the manner in which useful data can be obtained
from the computer's calculation.
At this point I wish to state my contention that the chief purpose of the
controller in a company is to plan and
control, to work with the financial information system, and to consider the best
methods of using this as a motivational
device. Operations researchers serve as
model builders in all departments of the
firm. One of the main areas of their concern is the logistics information system
of the company —and in this field they
seek to find the most efficient way of
getting products through the company's
assembly line.
This view is not original. It -has already been presented by Mr. John Dear den of the Harvard Business School.'
Computer— Related Functions
Dearden sees the computer essentially
It is important at this stage that we as a rapid processor of data, a valuable
should be quite clear in our minds as to store of information and a powerful tool
the separate functions which are con- to assist management. Of course the
nected with the computer. Its introduc- nature of the electronic computer is such
tion has made possible the application of
that the larger it is, the cheaper becomes
many quantitative management science the processing of data. This naturally
techniques. As a result, Operations leads to the centralization of all data
Analysis tends to get confused with the processing within the firm. Dearden acoperation of the computer itself.
cepts completely this need to centralize
It must be pointed out that on the one information processing and storage. But
hand there are the programmers, key- he is adamant in his claim that this
punch operators and computer opera- centralization does not and should not
tives, who are concerned with the actual imply the `total information system' idea.
Indeed he argues vigorously against this
• Member of Central Financial Planning Group concept and proposes his own view of
of Associated Electrical Industries, Ltd. and as
a result has taken up residence in London. B.A. ' John Dearden, " H o w to Organize Information
from Jesus College, Oxford, England. M.B.A. Systems," Harvard Business Review, March
1965, p. 65.
from Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.

A D V E N T of the computer and its
introduction into more and more
business firms have produced strong misgivings and apprehensions both among
business managers and among the accountants, especially those employed by
industry. It is our purpose in this paper
to present a different view of the computer to show that it is an aid to the controller.
Generally speaking, we may distinguish between two schools of thought
regarding the computer: (1) those who
seek for the total information and decision- making system based on the computer and (2) those who feel that
operating management has a more important role to play than that of merely
implementing the decisions of the computer at the operating level. Under the
latter view, operating management is
important at every level and the computer is no more than a very valuable
tool which will assist the manager.
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the ideal organization for computer operations.
At the outset Dearden makes a horizontal classification among the various
tasks which must be performed for the
successful operation of a n E.D.P. system: systems specification, data processing implementation, and programming.
He also makes another classification, this
time a `vertical' one. Most importantly,
in this vertical classification he sets up
the logistics information system as a
separate system. There should be one
man concerned with the complete flow of
materials all through the plant and on
out to the customer. It is mainly for this
man's use that the logistics information
system will be developed.
On the basis of his vertical classification scheme, Dearden predicts that there
will continue to be separate information
systems and users in the firm, such as
management accounting, personnel and
logistics. The separate using divisions
will all be responsible for the systems
specification. Only among the user
groups is there sufficient knowledge of
the information required to allow a specification of what type of output is
wanted froth the computer.
On the other hand, data processing
implementation and programming are
best centralized. They do not require
deep knowledge of the information system for which the data is being processed. The systems analysis itself sets the
constraints within which the implementation and programming groups must
work. Centralization of these functions
allows a greater concentration of the
limited available expertise in this technical part of the system.
Under this system the question could
arise as to how the computer's and programmers' time is to be divided up between the various using departments. A
pricing system, which allows the computer division to charge out its time and
operate as a profit centre should solve
this problem. There could be initial difficulties of cooperation between the
computer processing and programming
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department and the various decentralized systems groups. But this will largely
be a function of the personalities involved.
The Implications of the System
The implications of the system described are very interesting. It makes
explicit the fact that there have always
been other information systems within
the firm, besides the financial information system. Previously these systems
and their operations have always been
a part of the operating department which
they served. What made the financial
information system unique was that it
alone was of sufficient importance to
justify the setting up of a separate department outside the operating departments to conduct its operations, although
perhaps some parallels can be seen in
the separation of marketing research
from sales.
Now, however, the centralization of
the processing and manipulation of data
has brought the other information systems into the open, particularly those of
the production control and purchasing
department, which were concerned with
the movements of materials. It is proposed that these two systems should now
be combined under the title of the
logistics information system.
While the implications of Dearden's
system for every department of the firm
would make a fascinating study, we are
concerned here only with the effects on
the controller's department. In the first
place, the controller/ accountant will
have to accept certain changes in his
position.
The controller has to recognize the
fact that there are other information
systems within the firm besides his own
and that it is conceivable that new departments may be set up to run them.
The controller should see these departments not as rivals, much less as threats,
but rather as partners.
The controller has also to accept the
reduction in the size of his own department. The computer itself removes the
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need for a large clerical staff; for it takes
over the data - processing function. Furthermore, it is our belief that the most
efficient use of the computer for the
benefit of the company as a whole can
probably be attained if it is operating as
a separate profit center, serving all departments. Therefore, those controllers
who at present have the electronic data
processing function under their command will have to accept its loss too.
But these changes and re- adjustments
by no means imply the end for the controller's department. The basic function
of the controller has always been to set
standards and performance measures for
the evaluation of management. If such
measures are not devised, top management can have no idea of how successful the company has been in implementing the strategies it proposed. Top management will have no indication of the
progress or lack of progress in moving
towards the company's overall objectives.
The controller is the specialist in the
performance evaluation field. He will
still set budgets and devise divisional
performance measures. He is in a position of power inasmuch as those standards are a prime motivating force behind
the performance of managers. In short,
the controller will be free to do what he
now considers to be the most interesting
part of his present work.
This evaluation of the controller's position, however, does not mean that he
can stand still in his old ways. In the
first place quantitative techniques can
be profitably applied in his field too. He
must gain a sufficient understanding of
them to allow him to evaluate the usefulness of proposals which are made to
him, e.g. the use of linear programming
for variance analysis. Furthermore, he
has to have the skill to be able to perform the systems work necessary in his
department.
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We have already mentioned the fact
that the controller is of prime importance inasmuch as the performance
measures he sets are a prime motivating
device. It is necessary for him to ensure
that these standards will lead to goal
congruence between the goals of the
divisions and departments of the company and those of the company as a
whole. A great deal of research is being
done and more is needed on the motivational effects of accounting standards. It
is the controller's duty to see that he
keeps abreast of the findings of this research. Then he must introduce the conclusions into his own company to ensure
that it operates with the maximum efficiency and profitability.
Finally, the controller will have more
impact, the more closely he works with
top management and familiarizes himself
with its plans. This will require an ability
to see the full scope of all the company's
operations and not merely the efficient
operation of the accounting department.
Summary
For the controller the implications of
this John Dearden's concept are; first,
he must accept the fact that there are
other information systems in the firm
besides his own and that some of these
are highly important; second, he has to
reconcile himself to the reduction in size
of his own department as the function of
pure data - processing is taken from it.
The most important part of the controller's work has always been the setting of performance standards for the
evaluation of operating management and
the subsequent information of top management. To do this effectively he is
going to have to familiarize himself with
the motivational effects of these standards so as to ensure the maximum benefit to the firm from the operations of his
department.
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Microfilm's Neglected Potential for Service
B y Le o E . S t on e *

M I C R O F I L M is still dynamically in development, there has been
an unfortunate tendency to emphasize
its forms and mechanics to the neglect
of its applications. Perhaps this is one of
the reasons why many people predicted
the demise of microfilm in the wake of
magnetic tape. Those people must now
be astonished to see computers reading
out directly to microfilm via a cathode
ray tube! Data processing is in fact
largely responsible for the tremendous
resurgence now enjoyed by the microfilm industry.
ECAUSE

Many administrators believe they are
"on microfilm" when they actually have
an outmoded camera and poorly trained
clerks performing the conversion of records to film without organization, indexing, or (if from poorly maintained
equipment) legibility. If such a "program" includes the destruction of originals without the verification of film
quality, inadequate or no reading or
printing equipment, and the retention of
originals on the same fire -prone premises
as the film, we have reasons for some
administrator's narrow view of microfilm's usefulness or capabilities.
Data Processing
Companies with branch or remote
locations can utilize film as the input
medium to central processing. This
eliminates the need for duplication of
data equipment, avoids the hazards of
shipping original documents, and reduces postage.
At central processing, operators easily
Chap ter 1961. Sy ste m s Sales
Represe ntative for Business Service Cen ter in
Ced ar Rapi ds, Iowa. At te nd ed Ka nsas Sta te
College, Ma nh a tt an , Ka n .

*Cedar Rapids
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keypunch from film images displayed
on the brightly legible screens of film
readers. This probably efficient method
of handling data gives a uniform display
in contrast to the often random -size
originals which may spill, commingle,
reorient, or be lost.
A common application of microfilm
is the conversion of continuous form
tabulations from data printers to ordinary, manageable film. A single roll of
16mm film will contain the images of
well over two thousand pages of forms
on eleven inch fold pitch, and up to
thousands more of smaller forms. The
film cost is often less than that of carbon
copies and may be duplicated by any
service bureau at a charge of approximately $5.00 per roll, including processing.
If reports must be placed in large
distribution, or packed and shipped to
distant locations, the advantages of film
increase. Handling and reading can be
further speeded by loading the film in
magazines for use with high speed
reader - printers.
Companies which maintain leased
lines between data centers should evaluate the probability that low - priority
traffic can be more economically handled
by microfilm. The time required for
microfilming is much less than for keypunching and the film can be air- mailed
at low cost to another center for use
"as -is," or as the reference for input to
processing at that point.
A Field Audit, Survey
and Analysis Tool
One of the earliest applications of
microfilm was for field auditing.
Equipped with a light weight portable
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camera, a comparatively inexperienced
clerk can make a photographic record
of accounting detail. Actual auditing is
then performed from the film image, in
the professionally preferable and less
costly environment of the accountant's
office. Marketing research studies and
statistical surveys are also simplified by
microfilming.
It is often important to be able to
know the exact appearance of a document and its sequential position at a
given date and time. Forgeries and alterations are common occurrences and the
experience of misfiling or losing important documents is known to every office.
For those not on computer, the taking
of inventory may be simplified by first
microfilming the inventory records on
high speed cameras. Records need be
out of their files only minutes. An attachment can be used with some cameras to
visibly mark the microfilmed record as it
passes through the camera, indicating
"cut -off" point for new postings.
The inventory work is then performed
from microfilm readers, away from the
often frenzied inventory area, with absolute assurance of accuracy at point -intime. Note also that this technique permits branch inventories to be performed
at a central office.
Note that microfilm also provides important protection against loss of original documents, or their sequence, while
in transit. It also provides continuing
protection against disaster if stored off premises in the form of economical
duplicate copies.
Microfilm Makes Mass Copying
and Distribution Economical
Not long ago, a company lost the roof
of their nearly new, fireproof, concrete
and steel building —to a tornado. Within
minutes the ledgers in the open tub files
became paper pulp, and even closed
files admitted water from the deluge and
wind. Fortunately, the company was able
to have the already existing microfilms
of the files reproduced to new paper
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copy, duplicating the original record size
and we igh t. In the case of on e of t he
forms, the company had planned to
change to a smaller format. The reproduction service simply reproduced
from the film to the smaller size of the
new format and accomplished both
duplication and reduction.
A modern microfilm system, in use by
some banks, solves the problem of immediately creating and maintaining current signature record files at multiple
locations. When the account is established, the customer signs one signature
card which is immediately microfilmed.
The film is reproduced onto as many
signature card copies as are required
for the branches and stations.
Perhaps the fastest growing film format, Microfiche (literally, "little index card") is winning rapid acceptance for
the distribution of information. The
Microfiche camera places up to 98 pages
(60 is considered standard) of information within a film area of approximately 4 x 6 inches. The exposed film is
processed and the original Microfiche
film -card is placed in a copier which
quickly exposes and develops as many
additional copies as are desired. The
copies can be used for viewing; as media
for hard copy printing; or for copying
another generation of film - cards. Original Microfiche copies are then filed for
security and further use.
Microfilm, The Space -Maker
Microfilm can reduce file space as
much as 98% using standard, available
equipment. This is not a laboratory
curiosity. A reasonably efficient clerk
will learn in minutes to feed reliable
cameras capable of placing thousands of
documents on a single roll of film, and
at speeds as fast as six hundred documents per minute.
Wonderfully useful readers and
reader - printers now permit quick location of the desired image and a print
copy of the image only seconds later.
Low cost duplicates permit utmost
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security through the use of off - premises
storage facilities. Duplicates also simplify the economical distribution of information and provide useful "file centers" in more than one location.
No respectable systems man will decide to film or not to film without a
thorough review of the file purposes, a
study of the actual needful references
made over reasonable periods of time,
and consideration of all factors involved.
The writer believes that most offices
have certain records which do not belong on microfilm, together with great
quantities of useless information for
which no retention is justified.
Unfortunately, files represent job security to many people. Fortunately,
microfilm costs so little that it is far
more economical to microfilm everything as it lies than to attempt even a
minor purge before filming. The human
decision -maker costs too much, which
is one of the reasons why those good
intentions to "do something" about
crowded files rarely come to pass. Far
better to spend a tenth of a cent each
on a few unnecessary images than to
embark on such a snipe hunt!
The Future of Microfilm
There seems to be no question that film
usage will continue to accelerate, and
that film will be interlinked with other
data control systems.
Increasing use is being made of computers to provide index to the location
of microfilm in storage. This technique
utilizes computer speed for searching on
coded position, together with the vast
and economical storage capacity of film.
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The conversion of magnetic tape to
film is readily performed off -line, but
there is also growing use of on -line conversion systems. As mentioned earlier,
the cathode ray tube —with sophisticated
equipment —is performing an increasing
percentage of the conversion of data
memory to graphics.
Techniques are also well developed
toward "writing" on film with an electron beam, producing very sharp images
suitable for drafting -by- computer or
other finely detailed work.
Automation of graphics data by computer has not proceeded rapidly, but
film may prove to be the practical intermediate. A revolutionary application of
photography and optics is now available
which uses a technique of building layers of images, one over another, on a
single piece of film. It is claimed that
thousands of pages of information are
readily contained in a single film of
index -card size. Images are optically
selected and appear with distinct clarity
on the viewer screen. Interestingly,
during preparation of the film each
image can be proofread and corrected
if necessary before proceeding to the
next image.
It is quite likely that someone is experimenting with light patterns on film
as a source for tone generation, making
it practical to use ordinary telephones
for data transmission.
Microfilm will become an almost instant process with no waiting between
exposure and development. It will also
be edged with magnetic striping for encoding of retrieval data.
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Accountants and Sales Forecasters
Partners for Profits
By VERONON G. LI P P I TT
a manager tried
to decide how much to spend next
year for promoting one of his company's products. He knew the maximum
amount he could spend, but he did not
know what customer incomes would be
nor how much competitors were going
to spend for advertising their rival products. How should he go about making
a rational decision?
Another time a manager was wondering about marketing a new product
which had been developed in the company research laboratory. He knew the
characteristics of the product and how
much company resources would be required to produce and market various
amounts of the product. But he did not
know how many units customers would
buy at various prices and promotional
levels, and he did not know what competitors would do after his company's
new product hit the market. How should
he reach a sound decision?
A third manager had to decide
whether to expand production capacity
for a given product. He knew the estimated capital investment and production
costs involved. But he did not know

O

NCE UPON A TIME,

whether consumer preferences for the
product would continue to grow in the
years ahead, and he did not know
whether and when competitors would
bring out new products or cut prices on
existing substitutes. How should he
reach a decision that would contribute
most to reaching the company's objectives?
Each of these examples illustrates a
fundamental problem of a business manager: h o w s h o u l d c o mp a n y re so u r c e s b e
u se d s o a s t o c o n t rib u te mo st e ff e c t iv e ly
to re alizin g c o m p a n y ob je c tiv e s u n d e r
p ro sp e c tiv e e n v iro n me n ta l c o n d itio n s?

Common elements in these situations
include the following:
1. The manager's responsibility is to
search for alternative possible uses of
company resources and to make a
choice among them.
2. Each alternative line of action involves costs, which are fairly well
defined, and benefits, which are subject to considerable uncertainty because of unknown responses by customers and competitors.
3. Both the costs and benefits will accrue in the future.
4. Rational choice requires estimates of
the future outcomes of alternative
strategies, and estimates of the prob-

DR. VERNON G. LIPPITT is Asso ciate Professor of Business Econ omics, University of Roc h e ste r, Rochester, N . Y .
He is a Rhodes .Scholar and has a Ph.D. degree in economics from Harvard University. Prior to coming to
Rochester, Dr. Lippitt was an economi3t with General
Electric Co mp a ny .
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ability tha t these outcomes will come
to pass.
5. Rational choice also requ ires that
compa ny objectives be defined and
that the ou tcomes of alternative
strategies be assigned values which
represent their relative contribu tion
to company objectives.
P r o fi t s G r o w fr o m D e c i si o n T r e e s

A rational decision- making procedure
applicable to the above problems is often
diagramed as a "decision tree." A simplified decision tree for the promotional
expenditure example is shown below
(Exhibit 1) . The line branching from
the management decision box indicate
three possible levels of promotional expenditure which might be chosen. The
choice among them is under the control
of company management, assuming that
financial resources are adequate.
However, the outcomes of those decisions, in terms of sales or profits, are not
under management control. Results will
be affected by competitors' actions and
by customers' incomes and buying behavior. The branching paths to the right
of each possible promotional level indi-

cate possible alternative responses by
competitors and by customers, leading
to four possible outcomes for each management decision. Only two levels of
competitive response and two levels of
customer incomes are assumed, so we
have only four possible branches, or
outcomes, for each decision.
The outcomes are evaluated in
terms of company objectives and labeled
with their payoff values P ll to P 1 4 for
decision 1, P21 t o P 24 for decision 2,
and P31 to P34 for decision 3. The decimal fractions in parentheses under each
line indicate an estimate of probability
of occurrence for the event indicated by
that line. The sum of the probabilities
for all events originating from a common circle is 1.00, indicating that the
events listed are assumed to be an exhaustive set covering all possible responses by competitors or by customers.
The probability of a given payoff P is
the product of the probabilities of the
events along the branches leading to that
given payoff. Note that the sum of the
probabities is 1.00 for all the possible
payoffs of a single decision.

Decision Tree for Management Decision
on Level of Promotional Expenditures
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Given such a layout of possible consequences of a decision, with payoffs and
probabilities estimated for each, it becomes possible to calculate a figure of
merit, or expected payoff, for each decision. Suppose the dollar sales, total costs
and net profits are calculated for each
possible decision and each possible series of uncontrollable events shown in
the tree diagram. Then for decision 1
(high promotion) we might have (in
thousands of dollars) : P 11 = $ 230;
P 12 = $ 150; P 1 3 = $ 400; Pi 4 = $ 300.
Thus, if we choose a high promotional
Payoff

Probability

Product

P11

$250

P12

150

P13

400
300

0.48
0.12
0.32
0.08
1.00

$120
18
128
24
$290

p 14

Totals
The "expected profits" from decision 1
are $290, an average value between the
low of $150 and the high of $400.
Similar calculations for decision 2 and
3 would yield estimates of expected
profits from medium and low levels of
promotional expenditures. The decision
with the highest value for expected
profits would be chosen, unless there
were other considerations not brought in
above. So it is that profits grow from
decision trees.
Finding the Fruit -Full Branches
The process of estimating what
branches of the decision tree will probably prove most profitable requires contributions from accounting and from
sales forecasting. In the first place, the
accounting model usually provides the
framework within which alternative possible decisions are evaluated. Profits
equal revenues minus costs. In the second place, accounting data provide the
quantitative background for projecting
revenues and costs into the future —data
on past sales, prices, discounts, etc.,
broken down by customer classes; data
on prices and quantities of variable inputs and on overhead costs, broken
MARCH 1968

level, profits might fall somewhere in the
range of $150 to $400, depending on
competitive response and on the level of
customer incomes (or business -cycle
conditions). To obtain a single value of
expected profits for decision 1, the manager might take a weighted average of
the possible profits, using as weights the
estimated probability of occurrence of
each profit level. (These probabilities
represent the composite probability that
the uncontrollable events leading to a
given payoff will occur.)

down by functional areas of the business, etc.
However, this engine of calculation
will be useful for most planning decisions only if it is supplied with the vital
input —the sales forecast. Estimates of
revenues and costs both depend on this;
hence profits must also. Given the accountant's ability to transform a sales
forecast into payoff estimates, generation
of the sales forecast becomes a next
necessary ingredient in evaluating alternative decisions on the basis of their
profitability.
How is sales forecasting related to the
decision tree approach described above?
In the examples of managerial decisions
cited at the beginning of this article, the
outcomes of alternative possible decisions were seen to depend on two kinds
of events:
1. Controllable company actions —such
as promotional expenditure, market
introduction and pricing of a new
product, or expansion of production
capacity for a product.
2. Uncontrollable external events —actions of competitors with respect to
promotional expenditures, prices, or
new products, and customer incomes
and preferences.
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Sales forecasters focus primarily on
the uncontrollable events. They predict
the levels and probabilities of occurrence for external events, and they estimate the impact of those uncontrollable
events on company sales. They do not
predict their own company's actions.
They accept the manager's specification
of company marketing strategies or alternative strategies. But the sales forecasters do then need to work out quantitatively the effect on company sales of
various alternative actions by the company.
In this way the sales forecasters calculate prospective sales at the end of each
branch of the decision tree, sales determined jointly by the company decisions
and by the uncontrollable events lying
along the branches that trace out each
path. They also estimate the probability
of occurrence for values of the uncontrollable variables and hence derive the
probability of obtaining the sales forecast a t the end of each branch of the
decision tree.
Given these sales forecasts and their
associated probabilities, the accounting
framework is used to work out the profit
implications of each sales forecast. A
combination of the profit forecast for all
branches deriving from a single company decision yields the expected profits
for each decision, thus providing a basis
for comparing alternative strategies and
choosing among them. Thus do sales
forecasting and accounting complement
each other in finding the most fruit -full
branches of the decision tree.
How to Forecast Future Sales?
It seems to me there are two general
approaches to forecasting sales: (1)
noncausal methods and (2) causal analysis. Both methods, of course, use past
data as the basis for estimating future
sales. But the noncausal methods require
historical data only for company sales.
Given these, the forecaster says: "I assume that future sales will be the same
as recent sales," or "I assume that past
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trends and fluctuations in sales will persist into the future." In causal analysis
the forecaster assembles historical data
on company sales and also on historical
values of variables which influence the
level of company sales. By statistical
analysis the forecaster evaluates a separate influence on sales for each of the
important causal variables. Then he
says: "I assume that the influence of
each variable on sales will be the same
in the future as in the past. So, I will
forecast the future values of the causal
variables, and then be able to calculate
the corresponding forecast levels of
company sales."
Let us explain these two approaches.

Noncausal approaches. The simplest
forecast of all would be to say: "Next
period's sales will be the same as the
sales last period." Such a naive forecast
might be an acceptable basis for planning if sales are very steady from period
to period. In most cases, however, last
period's sales will not be an adequate
guide to the future. There are two general statistical tools used for extrapolating historical data: (a) sledgehammer
and (b) scalpel.
Use of a statistical sledgehammer involves squashing into insignificance all
components in the historical sales record
which are not useful, usually by averaging over many time periods. If you just
want to forecast sales on an annual basis
one to two years ahead, then the fluctuations arising from seasonal and irregular
forces may be squeezed out of the historical sales data by computing a 12month moving average. The moving
average may then be extrapolated into
the future. The long -term trend in historical sales data may be brought out by
plotting the yearly figures and averaging
a smooth curve through these data (by
eye or by formula). This will suppress
unwanted cyclical or irregular movements and will permit extrapolation of
the smooth trend several years into the
future.
A statistical scalpel ma y be u se d to
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

dissect an historical series of sales data
into its component parts — long -term
trend (T), cyclical waves (C), seasonal
movements (S), and irregular fluctuations ( I) . The decomposition may be
into components which ad d up t o the
sales in a given time period (sales =
T + C + S + I ) or into components
which must be multiplied together to
yield the sales figure (sales = T X C X
S X 1). Computer programs are available to perform the dissection, or graphical analysis and desk calculators may
be used.
The forecast is then prepared by extending into the future the regular patterns of movement exhibited by the components of the sales series.
As can be understood, noncausal forecasting methods are relatively simple,
hence quick and inexpensive. The input
data required are those most likely to
be available— historical records of company sales. However, these approaches
have shortcomings. Most noncausal
models cannot forecast turning points.
They assume a strong continuity between
past and future forces affecting sales,
hence do not utilize information a sales
forecaster might have about future
events which break with past experience.
Finally, noncausal methods give management no information on how much
a given change in a controllable variable,
such as company price or advertising,
will affect company sales. This is vital
information for choosing among alternative possible strategies. Such information can come out of a causal sales forecasting model.
Causal approaches. The basic idea
underlying causal forecasting is this:

changes in sales are caused by changes
in factors affecting the behavior of customers and producers. If we can determine quantitatively the relation between
the changes in a causal factor and the
consequent changes in sales, then we can
derive a sales forecast from a forecast of
changes in the causal factors.
Ultimately company sales result from
customer's decisions to buy. But behind
customer's decisions lie a large number
of causal influences. A rough grouping
of these forces is the following:
1. National economic conditions.
2. Number and characteristics of cus-

tomers.
3. Actions by producers, such as new
products, advertising and sales promotion, prices, terms of sale, etc.
The above influences may be considered to determine total industry sales of
a given product. A given company's
sales may then be derived from total industry sales on the basis of an estimated
share of the market.
The company's market share may be
forecast on the basis of causal factors as
well. For example, company product
qualities, new products, price policy,
promotional effort, distribution effectiveness, and terms of sales relative to similar factors for competitors.
The first step in a causal approach to
forecasting is to find out the relationship
between the causal variable and the level
of sales. Suppose that a company ran experiments in various cities of about the
same size to measure the influence of
price and promotional expenditures on
sales of a given product. The result
might be as shown in the table:

SALES (thous. units /mo.)

Advertising Expenditures
Low
Medium
High
Price
Level

High
Medium
Low
Column Averages
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Row
Averages

4.0
6.0
6.5

7.0
9.0
11.00

8.5
12.0
12.5

6.5
9.0
10.0

5.5

9.0

11.00

8.5
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Average sales for all cities combined
was S = 8.5 thousand units per month.
The influence of a given level of price
(s „) may be measured by the deviation
of the row average for that price from
the overall average. Thus for high price
( p h ), the price effect is s t = 6.5 —
8 . 5 = —2.0 thousand units,,,
per month.
The influence of various levels of
promotional expenditure can be measPrice
level

Price
effect

ured similarly as the deviation of column
averages from the overall average. For
example, the medium level of promotional expenditure has an effect S A . =
9.0 — 8.5 = 0.5 thousand units per
month.
A table of these price and advertising
effects on sales could be set up as follows:

Advertising
level

(thous. units /mo.)

(thous. units /mo.)

High

—2.0

High

+2.5

Medium

+0.5

Medium

+0.5

Low

+1.5

Low

—3.0

If the sales forecaster were asked to
predict sales in a new city of about the
same size, and if he were told that a
strategy involving low price and low advertising expenditure were to be employed, his forecast sales (FS) would be
F S — S + s,, + s A, - 8 . 5 + 1.5 3.0 = 7.0 thousand units per month.
In the above example, the dependence
of sales on two causal factors was analyzed by noting the correspondence between sales levels and values of the
causal variable in nine cities. The cities
were the observation points at which
values of sales, price, and advertising expenditure were measured.
Often, time periods are used as the
observation points. The correspondence
in the variation of sales and of causal
factors between time periods provides
evidence for quantifying the influence of
the causal factors on sales. Multiple
regression of time series is an example
of this causal approach.
For example, in an attempt to forecast industry sales of house furnishings
and equipment a forecaster assumed that
such expenditures would vary jointly
with changes in consumer disposable income and with changes in housing starts.
The sales of the household durable items
were deflated by their price index and
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Advertising
effect

were expressed on a per household basis;
this variable, FS, takes on various values
at different time periods t. Consumer
disposable income was deflated by the
consumer price index and also expressed
on a per household basis, variable Y t.
Housing starts were expressed as a percent of the number of households and
were lagged by two quarters to allow
time for completion of the house and
subsequent purchase of the household
durables, variable X t.
Exhibit 2 shows expenditures per
household as the top line. The lines below show the income effect, the housing
starts effect and the residual term plotted
quarter by quarter. In any given quarter
the vertical summation of the heights of
the three bottom curves added to S will
yield the top curve.
To forecast sales in the future time
period it would be necessary to forecast
personal disposable income for that time
period and housing starts two quarters
earlier. Such forecast of national economic indicators might be produced by
company forecasters or could be obtained from outside services. Given
those forecasts, the forecast of sales can
be calculated from the formula shown
on the chart.
The causal approach to forecasting
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Forecasting Equation for Household Durables
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requires historical data on causal factors
as well as on comp any sales, and the
sales forecast requires forecasts of the
causal variables. The analytical work is
apt to be more complicated also. So
causal approaches are usually more
costly in manpower requirements and
computer time. However, the causal approach yields much more information of
use to marketing management. It may
indicate the sensitivity of sales to various
strategic variables under the control of
management, and it may permit prediction of turning points in company sales,
if turning points in causal factors can be
foreseen. The analysis involved in the
causal approach leads to improved understanding of market forces and provides a model susceptible of continued
improvement over time.
Symbiosis: Forecasters and Accountants
The sales forecasters help in two vital
phases of management work — planning
and control. They assist the planning
process by forecasting the uncontrollable
external factors affecting customer purchases and also by evaluating the quantitative impact on sales of management's
strategic decisions and of the external
market forces. They assist the control
procedures by specifying expected future levels of sales, with their probabilities of occurrence or range of values to
be expected. Forecasters do not eliminate uncertainty regarding the outcome
of a decision, but they can narrow the
band within which operations may be
expected to fall.
Accountants and forecasters interact
in several ways in forecasting, planning
and control activities. As has been noted
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above, accountants furnish forecasters
with input data — historical sales data,
price records, promotional expenditures,
new and unfilled orders, and perhaps
data on competitor's actions. Besides,
the controller's office often runs the
computer services, and access to such
facilities is vital in sales forecasting
work.
Once a sales forecast has been generated, the accountants provide the
framework, and data, for analyzing the
implications of the sales forecast for
profits and other goals of the company.
This helps management select profitable
strategies and leads into the budgeting
process after strategic decisions have
been made.
Budgets are heavily dependent on
sales forecasts. Marketing, production,
purchasing and financial plans are not
worth much if the underlying sales forecasts are unrealistic.
In the area of control, sales forecasters
can sometimes provide accountants with
upper and lower boundaries between
which sales are very likely to fall. These
can serve as control limits, so that management accountants can detect and investigate results which fall outside acceptable boundaries. Corrective action
may need to be taken, or budgets revised.
Finally, accountants have a vital role
to play in evaluating sales forecasting
work. Of course, they will keep records
on its costs, but also they may wish to
keep track of the accuracy of forecasts
and assure themselves that the forecasts
are competently prepared, designed to
meet the needs of users, and clearly
communicated.
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Salesmen's Incentives —For Profit's Sake
B y M ARI O R. F UNARI
is mounting evidence that
management is becoming increasingly dissatisfied with sales incentive plans
based solely on volume; it is looking
more and more for better methods of
motivating the field sales organization
toward profits. In this connection, greater
stress is now being placed on incentives
that encourage selective selling for
greater contribution to profits.

T

HERE

Three-Dimensional Plan
Like many companies, we have used
numerous versions of the "volume"
plans throughout the past forty years
without great success.
As with most companies, our numerous product lines vary considerably in
their standard as well as actual gross
profit margins, and since the salesmen
sell many lines, sales selectivity or mix
plays a major role in our profits. Likewise, field selling costs are increasing
steadily and make customers increasingly more expensive to serve.
Combining all three factors; namely:
volume, selective selling and field sales
expenses, we designed a plan whose primary objective was to direct sales effort
to yield the best possible return on every
sales dollar.
We refer to the plan as "Three Di-

mensional Incentive Plan" with sales
volume being the base of the triangle as
shown in Exhibit 1. In designing this
plan, one of t he most important steps
was the proper classification of various
product lines.
Classifying Product Lines
One of the prime requisites of the
plan was the classification of all product
lines as to their standard gross profit
contribution. Naturally, those products
with the highest standard gross profit
were rated highest in bonus values for
incentive calculations.
The reason standard gross profit was
chosen over actual is that the salesman
has little or no control over manufacturing efficiency variances. The standard
gross profit margins were disguised before given to the salesmen but the profit
relationship between the various lines
was maintained. All salesmen were given
a list of the product lines and the relative bonus values assigned to each as
shown below:
BONUS VALUE FACTORS
BY PRODUCT LINE
Prod. Code

Grou p A-45%
Description

01
09
11
14

Auto valves
Cylinders
Steel fittings
Fuel lines

MARIO R. FUNARI, Cleveland Chapter (Pittsburgh 1948),
is Vice President — Controller, Th e We a th erh ea d Co., Cle ve la nd , Oh io . Mr. Fu n ari h old s a B.S. d e gre e fro m Rid e r Colleg e, Tre nton , N. J . A pre viou s co ntribu to r to MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, Mr. Funari received an N A A Certificate of
Merit (1952 -53).
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Prod. Code

04
05
06
10

Description

Alum. fittings
Stainless steel fittings
Industrial hoses
Power steering hoses
Gr o u p C - 1 5 %

Prod. Code

03
07
12
13

Description

Refrigeration hoses
Aircraft hoses
Brake hoses
Proportional valves
Group D -5%

Prod. Code

02
08
15
16

Description

Regulators
Ammonia pumps
Controls
Bulk hose

From the above chart, the salesman
can readily determine where his best
bonus potential lies and is not out just
selling volume.
By classifying all product lines into
bonus value groupings, we also acquired
the flexibility of shifting a product line
from one group to another if it is wished
to promote a line. When launching a
new product line, often we have classified it in a category which made it attractive for a salesman to push, even
though its profitability initially warranted a much lower rating. For example, using the values shown above, a

salesman can make more money selling
$125 of products in Group "A" than he
can selling $1,000 in Group "D."
Establishing Incentive Factors
Six separate compensation factors are
determined for each sales territory prior
to the start of the new year as follows:
1 Sales target for territory.
•

Gr o u p B - 3 0 %

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bonus value percentage.
Budgeted expense level for territory.
Expense factor.
Bonus percentage.
Bonus attainable based on above factors.
Sales ta rg et. Through the use of
S.I.C. (Standard Industrial Classification) Codes and other industry marketing data, sales targets are established for
each territory by product line based on
penetration of available market. Target
is then reviewed with past performance,
and adjusted for growth factors, price
changes and other economic conditions,
before being included as part of the
overall company -wide sales forecast for
the next year.
Bo n u s va lu e pe rc en ta ge represents
composite average percentage as determined by extending detailed sales target
by the established product line bonus
values. This indicates to the salesman
that if he achieves the targeted sales volume by product line as indicated, his
bonus value dollars will meet those indicated on his compensation factors sheet.
Mix and volume of sales are the two
variables affecting his bonus in this area.
Bu d g e te d e x p e n se le v e l f o r te rrito ry .

EXHIBIT 1
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Detailed expense budgets are established
annually for each sales territory and the
salesman receives a monthly report of
actual expenses versus budget. In computing actual expenses for incentive purposes, bonus payments and merit increases granted a ft e r star t of th e year
are eliminated since the salesman is not
penalized for earning a bonus or receiving merit recognition.
Ex p e n se fa ctor. Expenses for each
territory are factored to give some degree of weight to expense control in sellMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

ing. In some sales divisions and territories this is weighted more than in others
since there are salesmen who spend
company money wisely, organize and
plan their territory calls and, in effect,
achieve fine sales results at a reasonable
cost. There are others who are just the
opposite; hence, in establishing the expense factor, more weight is given to
this item where expenses are deemed unreasonable.

MONTHLY

SALES

INCENTIVE

Bonus percentage is applied to the
bonus base and is predicated primarily
on two factors for each territory: (1)
volume and (2) standard gross profit.
Bonus attainable is extension of bonus base by percent of bonus established
for territory.
Calculation of Incentive
Before exploring the mechanics of the
plan, it should be noted that the admin-

COMPENSATION

WORKSHEET

SALESDIVISION - AUTOMOTIVE

District Sales Representative
Period Covered

John Doe
1/1/67 thru 8/31/67

SALES - TERRITORY 1501

$300,000

BONUS VALUE DOLLARS

$ 76,800
25.6

COMPOSITE BONUS VALUE %
EXPENSES FOR TERRITORY
FACTOR

$9,483*
42,674

4.5

34,126

BONUS BASE

4%

BONUS %
BONUS EARNED THRU
BONUS PAID THRU

$

8/31/67

1,000

7/31167

BONUS PAYABLE AS OF

1,365

$

8/31/67

365

*Exclusive of Bonus Payments ($10,483 - 1,000 + $9,483)

EXHIBIT 2
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istration of the plan is actually very simple. The advent of electronic data processing makes detailed sales and expense
information more readily available, leaving only the Monthly Incentive Compensation Worksheet (Exhibit 2) to be
manually produced. All bonus earnings
are paid monthly and included in 31st
paycheck of the following month.
Reporting to Salesmen
Before getting his 31st paycheck, each
salesman receives monthly the following
data in support of his earnings for the
prior month:
1. Net Sales and Bonus Value Dollars.
2. Territorial Operating Statement of
Expenses.
3. Monthly Incentive Compensation
Worksheet (Exhibit 2).
Each salesman can readily determine
the effect on his bonus earnings of overspending his budget merely by extending
the excess expenses by the expense factor, and in turn multiplying it by bonus
percentage. For e xampl e, if John Doe
overspent his total expenses by $200 because he went overboard on entertainment, this amount multiplied by his expense factor of 4.5 times 4% bonus
factor would decrease his bonus by $36.
( $200 X 4.5 = $900 X 4% _ $36) .
As noted in John Doe example, all calculations are on a cumulative basis and
net earnings paid without hold -back.
Conclusions
This plan was adopted initially for 80
field salesmen but has since been extended to cover division sales managers
and the vice president— marketing. In
the case of division sales managers, the
composite results of all field salesmen in
that division are used; i.e., sales, standard gross profit and expenses (including
those of division sales manager). Like-
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wise, the vice president— marketing is
compensated on the total performance
of all salesmen and sales managers combined with his own expenses.
There is not and never will be a perfect plan, but we are satisfied that this
plan accomplishes in measure the following:
1. Focuses attention on higher bonus
lines and consequently higher company profits.
2. Places share of responsibility for field
sales expenses on salesmen.
3. Minimizes runaways since three factors are used instead of one to pay
incentives.
4. Clearly establishes difference between
good and mediocre performers.
5. Establishes incentive earnings the
company is willing to pay for each
territory, based on what profits are
realized.

6. Pays salesman bonus on the first dollar sold instead of his having to wait
until he reaches a target.
This plan can be modified and emphasis placed where it will do the most
good for the company and the salesmen,
i.e., accent on volume, profitability of
products or control of expenses.
The plan is reviewed annually and
new targets and factors established accordingly. No upper limits have been
imposed on incentive earnings, and the
plan is not changed during the course
of the year unless the territory has been
altered substantially.
A good incentive plan is necessary in
attracting and holding top grade sales
personnel. On the other hand, though a
sales incentive compensation plan can
be highly effective for the men in the
field as well as the company, it certainly
is not a substitute for a well- trained,
dynamic sales team. It is on ly a part,
and an important one, of the motivation
of men.
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THE IMPACT OF COMPUTERS ON MANAGEMENT
The M .I. T. Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 50 Ames Street,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142, 1967, 310
pp. $10.00.
Edited by Charles A. Myers, the papers
presented in this book are the result of
a conference held at M.I.T. in 1966.
Included are comments by discussants,
a company case study, and an introduc-

tion and summary by the editor. Among
the participants are several well -known
academicians and researchers in the
management information systems field
and representatives from companies.
The papers deal in general terms with
the application of computers to all business functions, but with emphasis on
the relationship of systems to management organization.

COMPUTERS AND MANAGEMENT
Hershner Cross, Donald 1. Lowry, A. R. Zipf, George Kozmetsky
and R ober t N. Ant hony
Harvard University, Graduate School
of Business Administration, Soldiers
Field, Boston, Mass. 02163, 1967, paperbound, 121 pp., $3.50.
Subtitled, "The Leatherbee Lectures

1967," this set of lectures sponsored by
the Harvard Business School contains
a useful and interesting perspective on
the promise and problems of computers
as seen by executives and educators.

COMPUTER SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
Thomas H. Nahlor, Joseph L. Balintfy,
Donald S. Burdick and Kong Chu
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New Yor k, N. Y . 10016, 1967,
352 pp., $9.50.
The stated purpose of this book is to

present a detailed treatment of the
methods and procedures for planning
and designing computer simulation experiments as well as the theory on which
these methods are based.

THE USE OF GENERALIZED "PACKAGED"
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Gerald Wohl
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd.,
Homewood, Ill. 60430, 1967, paperbound, 218 pp., $4.65.
This work book is intended to suppleMARCH1968

ment college courses in data processing.
It assumes no previous experience in
EDP and requires no machine equipment.
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WAITING LINE MODELS
Ernesto Ruiz -Pala, Carlos Avila - Beloso and William W. Hines
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park
Ave., New Yor k, N. Y . 10022, 1967,
180 pp., $9.00.

The purpose of this book is to introduce .
the theory and methodology of waiting
line analysis. Exposition is supported by
illustrative solutions.

AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL CONCEPTS AND
ESTIMATION OF DOLLAR VALUES
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, 666 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y . 10019, 1967, paperbound,
volume I and supplement, $6.25.

This volume is the first in a projected
series of programed texts intended for
individual study of statistical sampling
and its applications in auditing.

THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SERIES OF EVENTS
D. R. Cox and P. A. W. Lewis
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, N. Y . 10016, 1966,
285 pp., $7.75.

This is a monograph dealing with statistical methods for the analysis of da ta
representing observations occurring haphazardly in time or space.

PRODUCTS LIABILITY AND RELIABILITY
Machinery and Allied Products Institute, 1200 18th St. N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036, 1967, 182 pp., $15.00.

erations," this book presents a comprehensive series of papers dealing with the
su bj ect fr o m seve ra l diffe rent po i nt s of

Subtitled, "Some Management Consid-

view as presented at a seminar.

(Continued from inside cover)
by approximately $50, 000. If this
efficiency could be achieved, the marketing division's intra- company discou nt on p ur ch as e s from the manufacturing division would be reduced
fr om its present level of 16 . 7 % to

15.9 %. In bri ef, i nstea d of a re ward
for con servin g capi tal, t he mar keting
division is faced with a penalty in
the form of an increased transfer
price. Clearly the resulting performance measurement will not act as
positive motivation for the manager
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of the marketing division. (A similar
conclusion would be warranted for
the marketing division's administration of its other assets, e.g., inventory, property, equipment.)
Case B. Consider the case of a
major replacement and expansion
program by the manufacturing division, with a resulting favorable impact on operations. The increase in
capital employed would increase the
manufacturing division's share of
marginal contribution and reduce the
marketing division's percentage of
marginal contribution. It is possible
that, with the increase in sales, there
will be a corresponding increase in
the marketing division's capital employed, which could, in some measure, offset the reduction in the share
of marginal contribution. This, however, does not alter the basic measurement problem, i.e., the cause of
the decrease in the marketing division's share of marginal contribution
is directly traceable to an investment
decision made by another division.
In the interest of equitable performance measurements and positive motivation, only controllable factors
should be considered in divisional reports. Finney's method appears to be
in conflict with this fundamental tenet
of decentralized organizations.
Alfred Rappaport
Associate Professor of Accounting
Tulane University
New Orleans, La.
Ian J. Bremner
Teagle Foundation Scholar
Esso Chemicals Limited
London, England

► Continual Review
To the Editor:
In the article, "Unsophisticated
Automation Can Break the Paperwork Bottleneck," in the May 1967
issue, Mr. Avery F. Blake Jr. does a
fine job of selling systems studies and
modest steps toward automated operations. My purpose in this context
is to stress the need for continual
review of operating procedures.
Everything about office operations
is in a state of change but it is occurring very slowly, almost so gradually
that it is not noticeable, because people are able to compensate for the
systems that are becoming outmoded.
Then one day these people leave and
you will find an office procedure that
cannot be followed and no one to
explain the alterations required to
make it work. A serious problem at
this juncture is unavoidable.
It is therefore of extreme importance that any system worth having
is reviewed when any of these situations occur: (1) change in the data
received or form upon which received,
(2) change in required information
or output, (3) change in personnel
performing the job. A detailed study
is not necessary; however, the operation should be reviewed with a person performing the function, and the
performance should be analyzed to
note any variance from the written
procedure.
James A. Meyrick
Tax Manager
Endicott Johnson Corporation
Endicott, N. Y.
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